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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of the Problem 
This thesis is a study of properties of kernel super­
positions by the use of the ergodic coefficient introduced by 
Dobrushin (1956). Patricia Conn (1969) also studied kernel 
superpositions, but the use of the ergodic coefficient allows 
many of the same results to be obtained under conditions 
weaker than she imposed. Conditions for types of asymptotic 
behavior different than those considered by Conn are also 
given. 
The kind of asymptotic behavior in which we are interested 
is related to that studied in Volume I of Feller (196 8) or 
in other texts of a similar nature. If P is a transition 
matrix for a Markov chain defined on a finite state space 
and if a^  = (^ 01*^ 02'—'^ ON^  a probability distribution 
over the states E^ ,E2 /. •./E^ ,^ then one is interested in 
the behavior of a^  defined by 
= Sn-lP = So • 
It is wall known that if the matrix P is irreducible and 
aperiodic, then there exist numbers u^ >0 satisfying 
N N 
S u , = l  a n d  u .  =  Z  •  
k=l ^  i=l ] 
The vector u = (u^  ^,U2 ,.../Uj^ ) is called an invariant 
probability measure and is, in fact, a left eigenvector of 
2 
the matrix P corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Further, 
the vector a^  converges to the vector u componentwise, 
i.e., 
n^k ' 
This convergence is independent of the initial probability 
distribution .^ 
In general, if the asymptotic behavior of the probability 
vector  ^is independent of the choice of the initial 
probability distribution ,^ the behavior will be called 
weakly ergodic, or equivalently, the chain will be called 
weakly ergodic. If, in addition to being weakly ergodic, 
the sequence converges to some vector, the behavior 
will be called strongly ergodic. Since, when weak ergodicity 
holds, the effect of the initial probability distribution is 
lost, we could say that "memory" has been lost. Using this 
terminology, if P were irreducible and aperiodic we would 
say the Markov chain is strongly ergodic, or loses memory and 
converges. 
The situation studied by Feller can be generalized in 
several ways. First, one could use a different transition 
matrix at each step. That is, the transition probabilities 
for the transition from state j at time n-1 to state k 
at time n would be given by P^ . A Markov chain determined 
in this way is said to be non-stationary or non-homogeneous. 
3 
In this case, one would consider products •P2•.. 
rather than powers of one matrix, p'^ . One must also con­
sider tlïe possible effects of starting with an initial proba­
bility vector at time m-1 rather than at time zero. In 
this case, the relevant matrix products would be 
%-Vl-
A second generalization would be to study Markov 
"chains" which are defined on an arbitrary state space 
rather than on a discrete state space. In this case, the 
term Markov "process" is usually used instead of "chain". 
Given a measure space (S, 8 , u) and a Markov process 
defined on that space, the transition probability function 
P(x,A) plays the role that the transition matrix played in 
the discrete state space case. In tliis work, we will con­
sider only those processes for which a stochastic transition 
kernel P(x,y) exists. In order to be a stochastic transi­
tion kernel. P(x,y) must, by definition, satisfy 
P(x,y) ^  0 for all x, y, 
/gP(x,y)y(dy) = 1 for all x. 
Further, the relationship of the stochastic kernel to the 
probability function is that for all sets A in the 
a-algebra 6 , 
4 
P(x,A) = P(x,y)u(dy) 
J A 
With an arbitrary state space, the non-stationary case 
can also be studied. Instead of the matrix product as in 
(1.1.1), one would consider kernel superpositions defined by 
Note that, unless otherwise specified, the range of inte­
gration is to be over the whole space S. 
A final generalization would be to remove the require­
ment that P^ (x,y) be a stocliastic kernel and study the 
asymptotic behavior of superpositions of non-negative 
kernels. Throughout this paper, we consider only those non 
negative kernels M^ (x,y) which are measurable kernels 
defined on SxS into the reals, where (S, R, u) is a 
a-finite measure space, and for which superpositions 
m^,m+n 
.. y(dz^ ) 
• • •^ iti+n  ^^^^ 1^  "'"P (dz^ ) (1.1.2) 
exist for all m and n. 
In particular, we consider starting functions or initial 
5 
functions f^  (x) which are non-negative functions satisfying 
0 < I fQ(x)y(dx) < " . (1.1.2) 
These functions are analagous to the initial vectors  ^
defined earlier, and, in that same spirit, we consider the 
asymptotic behavior of 
f^  (y) = jf^ .^ fx) M^ (x,y)y(dx) . (1.1.3) 
In addition to the assumption of the existence of 
superpositions of kernels as in (1.1.2), we assume throughout 
this paper that the kernels are sufficiently well-behaved to 
assure that for all non-negative functions f(x) in L^ (y), 
the function g(y) defined by 
g(y )  = |f(x) M^ (x,y)u(dx) 
is integrable for all n. Note that a sufficient condition 
for this to hold is that for each n, there exists a finite 
such that 
n 
M^ (x,S) = Jm  ^(x,y) y (dy) £ . 
Note also that for stochastic or substochastic kernels, the 
number 1, is such a bound. 
With suitable modifications, weakly and strongly ergodic 
behavior can be defined in the general case. The sense in 
which the modified functions {f^  (x) } lose memory or converge 
6 
can, for example, be in L^ (w) or pointwise. Sufficient 
conditions for behavior in the former sense are given in 
Chapter III and for behavior in the latter sense, in Chapter 
IV. 
B. Literature Review 
Harris (1963) considered ergodic behavior in the 
stationary case. A kernel M(x,y) defined on a space S of 
finite measure (y(S)<®°) is said to be primitive if 
M(x,s) = |M(x,y)y(dy) is a bounded function of x and if 
there exist constants c and d and an integer n such 
that 
0 < c _< (x,y) ^  d <00. 
Harris gave the following theorem: If M is primitive, M 
has a positive eigenvalue X, larger in magnitude than any 
other eigenvalue, which corresponds to right and left 
eigenfunctions $(x) and r(y) which are bounded above 
and below by positive constants. Furthermore, if $ and Y 
are normalized so that 
$(x)Y(x)w(dx) = 1 and jy(x)u(dx) = 1 
then 
M^ (x,y) = X**(x)y(y)[l+CKA*)], 0 < A < 1, n - " (1.2.1) 
7 
where the bound A can be taken independently of x and y. 
In view of this result and using the sequence {f^ (y)} 
as defined in (1.1.3) for the stationary case, it follows that 
f^  (y) = jfgtx) (x,y) u (dx) = (y) jf^  (x) $ (x) p (dx) . 
In Chapter III we give some rationale for considering the 
modified sequence {f*(y)} defined as 
f*(y) = fj^ (y)/|fj^ {y)vi(dy) . (1.2.2) 
If the modification or normalization is done in this way, 
then under the condition of primitivity, 
(y) /fn (x) $ (x) y (dx) 
- — : t(y) 
/X (y) u(dy)/fg (x) $ (x) y (dx) 
independently of the choice of f^ . Hence Harris has 
answered the question about strongly ergodic behavior in 
the stationary, primitive case. 
Conn (1965) studied kernel superpositions from the non-
stationary viewpoint under the following conditions. The 
space (S, B , y) was taken to be the real interval [a,b] , 
with the o-algebra the Lebesgue sets, and y Lebesgue measure. 
The kernels were assumed to be measurable on [a,b]x[a,b] 
and uniformly bounded above and below by positive constants. 
That is, it was assumed that there exist constants m and 
M such that for all n. 
8 
0 < m < M (x,y) < M < « . 
— n — 
Conn considered sequences of functions {f^  (y)} defined 
as in (1.1.3) and normalized these functions as in (1.2.2). 
She studied the behavior of the sequence {f* (y) } and was 
able to prove the following results, where and 
represent positive right and left eigenfunctions of M^ (x,y): 
(1) If j |Vn(y)"^ n+l(y)l*y ^  then | fj(y)(y) | ^ 0 . 
(2) If |Yn(y)-Vn+l(y)l " then 1 fj (y)-1'^  (y) | " 0 . 
rb n 
(3) If J l*n(y)-*n+l(y)!d^  ^  0' 
then there exists a sequence of functions {q^ (y)}, 
independent of fgfy), such that 
I  f J (y ) -q j j ( y )  I "  o  .  
It is clear that if any of the three hypotheses were 
satisfied, memory would be lost. From (2) , it follows that 
if the left eigenfunctions converge, {f*Cy)} will also 
converge as well as lose memory. 
In Chapter IV, we show that under conditions weaker 
than those given by Conn, results (1), (2), and (3) will 
still hold. 
Dob rush in (1956) defined the ergodic coefficient a 
for stochastic transition functions as 
9 
a(P) = 1 - sup |P (x,A)-P(z,A) I . 
x,z,AEA 
If the transition function has a density, as we have assumed, 
then the ergodic coefficient is 
a(P) = 1 - sup I I [P (x,y)-P (z,y) ]ii (dy) I . (1.2.3) 
x,z,AeB •'A 
He defined a non-homogeneous chain to be ergodic if for all 
k and all x,z eS, '^ k,n "^ k,n 1 = 0 
uniformly for Aefi. He related the ergodic behavior of 
the Markov chain to the ergodic coefficients of the indi­
vidual transition density functions making up the chain. 
In this paper we use the ergodic coefficient as a 
tool to obtain conditions under which non-stochastic kernels 
(more precisely, non-negative kernels) demonstrate weakly 
or strongly ergodic behavior. Since the ergodic coefficient 
plays such an important role in this paper. Chapter II con­
tains a discussion of its properties. 
Dobrushin also showed that the ergodic coefficient 
assumes a simpler form when the Markov chain has a countable 
state space. In this cas -^ , the stochastic transition function 
is an infinite (or finite) stochastic matrix with ergodic 
coefficient 
Pk,m' ' 
Mott (1957) and Hajnal (1958), although apparently un-
10 
aware of Dobrushin's work, both inçlicitly required conditions 
in terms of the ergodic coefficient for a non-homogeneous 
finite Markov chain to be weakly ergodic. Mott stated that 
a finite chain will be weakly ergodic if at least one column 
of each P^ / not necessarily the same column in eadi case, 
has its elements bounded below by a positive constant, c>0, 
where c is independent of j. This clearly implies that 
the ergodic coefficient is positive, in fact since for each 
k and 
N 
it follows that a(Pj) ^  c for all j. 
Hajnal defined a scrambling matrix as follows: Given 
any two rows, say i and j, there exists at least one 
column, say k, such that both p. >0 and .^ >0. In view 1 ,jc ] ,k 
of Equation (1.2.4), for a finite scrambling matrix, 
a(P)>0. Hajnal, in fact, defined a measure of "scrambling 
power" of a matrix by 
N 
{P} = min Z min (p. , ,p. , ) 
i,j k=l 
which is exactly Dobrushin's "a" for the finite case! 
Hajnal pointed out that to study weak ergodicity for 
Markov chains, one needs to measure the accumulated scrambling 
effect on the product 
11 
n 
He proved that a finite state non-homogeneous Markov chain 
is weakly ergodic if and only if there exists an increasing 
subsequence of integers {ij} which partitions the individual 
transition matrices into blocks of matrices 
 ^j+1 <» 
P i  .  1  i  = 1 1  P ,  ,  s u c h  t h a t  Z  { P .  .  } ,  o r  
j ' j+1 k=ij+l ^  j=l i ' j+1 
00 
equivalently Z a (P. ., . ) , diverges. j=l ij+l'ij+l 
Paz (19 70) extended the above theorem of Hajnal's to 
the case of infinite matrices and gave two other equivalent 
conditions for weak ergodicity. He also gave equivalent 
conditions for strong ergodicity. 
Madsen (19 71) gave a generalization of Paz' results 
to an arbitrary state space, hence these results are appli­
cable when kernels exist. Since these results are used in 
Chapters III and IV, a more complete discussion of them 
is given in Chapter II. 
When considering ergodic coefficients, it is sometimes 
convenient to define 6 (P) = l-a(P). It is not hard to show 
that if ? is stochastic, then 
6 (P) = sup j[P(x,y)-P(z,y)]*p(dy) . (1.2.5) 
x,z J 
Blum and Reich aw used (1.2.5) to define 6 for arbitrary 
kernels rather than just stochastic ones. They proved the 
12 
following inequality which reduces to Equation (2.1.1) 
when the kernels are chosen to be stochastic: 
6 (LK) < 6 (L) Ô (K) + a inf ]K (x,y) ja (dy) 
X J 
where L(x,y) and K(x,y) are non-negative, LK is the 
superposition of L with K and 
a= sup I [L(x,y)-L(z,y) ]y(dy). 
x,z •' 
Returning to the finite state case, Saryitisakov (195 3) 
obtained the following sufficient condition for weak er-
godi city of a non-homogeneous finite Markov chain. Define 
the class of matrices Gg to be: 
Gg = {A:A is NxN, stochastic, and primitive and AB is 
primitive whenever B is primitive) . 
Denote the elements of the kth matrix by p^  ^(k) and the 
non-zero elements by p^ j(k) . If {P^ } is a sequence of 
matrices all belonging to G. and min p.t(k) ^  X > 0 
l<i,j<N 
uniformly in k, then the Markov chain determined by 
is weakly ergodic. 
It is not hard to see that in the stationary case, 
primitivity implies that for some n, 
a(P*) = Og > 0 , (1.2.6) 
13 
and, using the results of Hajnal, this implies weak ergodicity. 
Primitivity is not necessary for (1.2.6) to hold, so we can 
define a matrix (or a kernel) to be a-primitive if for some n 
(1.2.6) holds. 
Note that in the stationary case, a primitive matrix 
will determine a weakly ergodic chain, but Sarymsakov's 
work shows that in the non-stationary case each matrix being 
primitive is not sufficient for weak ergodicity. The same 
is clearly true if we replace "primitive" with "a-primitive". 
The following, as far as we know, is an unanswered question. 
What are sufficient conditions for a sequence of a-primitive 
matrices to be weakly ergodic? 
Rosenblatt-Roth (1964, 1966) used the ergodic coefficient 
of Dobrushin to prove limit theorems of a different nature 
than discussed here. In particular he proved theorems on the 
strong law of large numbers for non-homogeneous Markov 
chains. 
Dobrushin (1956) used the ergodic coefficient in central 
limit theorems for non-stationary Markov chains. 
14 
II. PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC KERNELS 
A. Properties of the Ergodic 
Coefficient 
In Chapter I we stated that Dobrushin's ergodic 
coefficient, defined for stochastic kemeIs by Equation (1.2.3), 
would play a significant role in the remainder of this work. 
The following lemmas give some of the important properties 
of the ergodic coefficient a and will be used in proving 
some of the later theorems. These lemmas give known results. 
Lemma 2.1.1; If P(x,y) is a stochastic kernel, then 
A / 
Proof; In view of Equation (1.2.3), we consider for 
any x and z fixed, sup || [P(x,y)-P(z,y) ]y(dy) |. 
Clearly this is the larger of j TP(x.y)-P (z .y) l^ u (dy) and 
However, since P(x,y) is stochastic 
Hence 
15 
Consequently 
[PCx,y)-P Cz,y)]yCdy) | sup I t 
x,z,A •'A 
= sup ][P(x,y)-P(z,y)]^ M(dy) 
x,z •' 
= à sup f |P(x,y)-PCz,y) |y (dy) . Q 
x,z J 
Lemma 2.1»2; If P(x,y) is a stochastic kernel, then 
0 < a(P) <_ 1 and 0 ^  5 (P) £ 1 . 
Proof; Since P(x,y) integrates over y to 1 for 
each X, it must be that 0£ |P(x,y)-P(z,y) lu(dy) £ 2 for 
all x and z. Hence from Lemma 2.1.1, 0 £ a(P) £ 1. 
Since 6(P) = l-a(P) , it follows that 0 £ 6(P) £ 1. Q 
Lemma 2.1.3; If P and Q are stochastic kernels 
and if PQ(x,y) = |p (x ,z) Q (z ,y) y (dz) is the superposition 
of P and Q, then 
5(P0) < 5 (P)6(Q) . (2.1.1) 
Proof: Paz and Reich aw (196 7) gave a proof of this 
lemma for the countable matrix case and a very straight 
forward adaptation csin be used for the kernel case. Dob rush in 
(1956) essentially proved this lemma for kernels, although 
the proof is not as easy as the one by Paz and Reich aw. A 
third alternative is the specialization of the inequality 
16 
proven by Blum and Reichaw (19 71) to the stochastic case. [] 
A kernel will be called a constant kernel if P(x,y) 
= P(z,y) a.e. for all zeS. It is clear that 5(P) = 0 
if and only if P is a constant kernel. 
Weakly ergodic behavior for the non-homogeneous case 
is defined in terms of 6 as follows. 
Definition 2.1.1: A non-homogeneous Markov chain, 
denoted by {P^ ,^ will be called weakly ergodic if for all 
m, 
lim 6(P^  „) =0 . 
n-K. 
We require this to be true for all m so that no 
matter when the process starts, whether at time zero or 
time m-1, memory will be lost. In this way, loss of memory 
does not come about because of the effect of one kernel (or 
indeed a finite number of kernels) which happen to be in the 
sequence. 
Lemma 2.1.4; A stationary chain, denoted by {P} is 
weakly ergodic if and only if P is a-primitive. 
Proof ; If the chain is weakly ergodic, then, from 
Definition 2.1.1, ô (P") -»• 0. Hence for some n, 6 (P^ ) < 1, 
hence a(P^ ) >0. 
Conversely, if a(P )> 0, then Ô (P ) < 1. In view of 
17 
Lemma 2.1.3, 6 (P ) £ [6(P )] which tends to zero as 
k 00. Since from Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 the sequence 
{ô(P^ )} is non-increasing, it follows that 6(P^ ) tends 
to zero as n+». [] 
B. Types of Ergodic Behavior 
Dobrushin (1956) defined ergodic behavior to be that 
which we have called weakly ergodic. He defined a Markov 
chain {P^ } to be "strongly ergodic" if every chain 
which contains {P^  ^ is also weakly ergodic. 5:at is, if 
{P^ } is embedded in any other chain, that chain will be 
weakly ergodic. We will refer to this type of ergodic 
behavior as "contagious". We can state a theorem of Dob­
rushin's in these terms. 
Theorem 2.2.1: A Markov chain is contagious ergodic 
00 
if and only if E a(P ) = 
n=l 
It is clear that a chain which is contagious ergodic is 
also weakly ergodic. That the converse fails will become 
clear when Theorem 2.2.2 is given. 
The following theorem given by Mads en (1971) gives 
three equivalent conditions for weak ergodicity. We will here 
supply the proof of the fact that condition (b) is equivalent 
to weak ergodicity since the criterion will be used in later 
theorems. The norm used in the theorem is defined as 
18 
||K(x,y)|| = sup [|K(x,y) |u(dy) . 
X ' 
Recall that as in Equation (1.1.2), the notation  ^
indicates the superposition of kernels through 
inclusive. 
Theorem 2.2.2; Let be a. non-homogeneous Markov 
chain. The following are equivalent; 
(a) {P^ } is wecikly ergodic. 
(b) There exists a subsequence of integers {i^ } which 
partitions the chain into blocks of kernels (P. ,, . } 
j j+i 
such that 2 a(P. . ) diverges. 
j=l ij+i'ij+l 
(c) For each m there is a sequence of constant 
stochastic kernels (E } such that lim | [p _-E I 1=0. 
mn m,n mn 
(d) If P =E +R , where E is a constant stochastic 
n n n n 
kernel, then lim ||^ |( = 0. 
Proof of (a) (b) ; Assume {P^ } is weakly ergodic. 
Then given any integer, i. say, lim 6 (P. = 0. Hence ] n-«o ij+J-/" 
there exists some N=N(i.) such that 6 (P^  say. 
] 1 
But this is equivalent to saying that a(P^  If we 
define i^  = 0 and ~ N(ij), j = 1,2,..., then we have 
that 
19 
On the other hand, assume that (b) holds. From well 
known properties of infinite products (see for example Nehari 
CO 
(1952) page 284), the infinite product 11 (1-a.) diverges 
to zero if and only if Z a .=«> (for 0 < a. < 1). Hence j=l 3 -3 
Z a (P . - . ) diverges iirplies j=l ij+i'ij+l 
n (l-a(P, . )) = n 6(P. .. . ) = 0 . (2.2.1) 
j=l i ' i+1 j=l j ' j+1 
Now let m be arbitrary and n > m. Then for some 
k and i, < m i^  and i^  < n £ follows 
from Lemma 2.1.2 and Lemma 2.1.3 that 
Since £-»•<» as n-»^ , it follows from Equation (2.2.1) 
that 6(Pm,n) -0-0 
A third kind of ergodic behavior involves convergence 
of superpositions of stochastic kernels to a constant 
stochastic kernel. 
Definition 2.2.1; A non-homogeneous Markov chain {P^ } 
will be called strongly ergodic if there exists a constant 
20 
stochastic kernel Q such that for any m, 
= 0-
n-*-oo 
The following theorem of Madsen (19 71) gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for strong ergodicity. 
Theorem 2.2.3; A non-homogeneous Markov chain is 
strongly ergodic if and only if for every m there is a 
sequence of constant stochastic kernels {E } and a constant 
mn 
stochastic kernel E such that 
m 
(b) Um ||E_^ -E II = 0. 
n-x» 
A siirple corollary to Theorem 2.2.3 is that every strongly 
ergodic chain is weakly ergodic. This can be seen as follows. 
Let E ^  be the constant kernel described in the theorem. 
mn 
Since E^  ^ is constant# it follows that 
i I " (2,y)-P^ _„ (z,y) | p (dy) 
i 2 = 2 I i • 
Since the upper bound given here is independent of x and z, 
21 
it follows from (a) that sup j|P^  (x,y)-P „(2,y)]y(dy0. 
x,z ; 
The three types of ergodic behavior for stochastic kernels 
discussed above all depend on the integral of some quantity 
getting small, i.e., on convergence in the sense. 
Nothing has been said about pointwise behavior to this point. 
The following theorem does relate to pointwise behavior. 
Theorem 2.2.4; Let be a sequence of stochastic 
kernels such that for all n. 
0 < P (x,y) < A < 
— n — 
Then for any m. 
Proof: Define A „ (y) = sup P„ _(x,y) - inf P^  „(x,y) 
m,n •' m,n  ^ m,n 
Then 
 ^r ^  
22 
< sup {sup (du) 
-infPn("-y) • 
However, since all the kernels are stochastic, 
= 1-1 = 0, 
SO the positive and negative parts must be equal. Therefore 
Am ^ (y) 1 sup {[sup P^ (u,y)-inf P^ (u,y)] 
' X, z u u 
In view of the bounds on and Lemma 2.1.1, 
= " <^m,n-l> • • 
The next two corollaries follow immediately from Lemma 
2.1.3. 
Corollary 2.2.1; If {P^  ^ is a contagious ergodic 
sequence satisfying 0 ^  P_(x,y) ^  A < <», then for all m 
n-1 n 
sup P (x,y)-inf P _(x,y) < A n ô(P.) + 0. 
X X ~ i=m : 
23 
Corollary 2.2.2; If {P^ } is a weakly ergodic sequence 
satisfying 0 £ P^ (x,y) £ A < «>, then for all m. 
Proof: In the proof of Theorem 2.2.2, it was shown that 
&-1 
Ô (P ) < n ô(P. . . ). By weak ergodicity, a sequence 
- j=k ij+l'ij+l 
{ij} can be found such that this product will go to zero. | |
Corollary 2.2.3; If {P^ } is a sequence of stochastic 
kernels satisfying 0 £ P^ (x,y) £ A < and if for each n 
6 (P ) < 1 - e = 6 / 
n — 
then for all m, 
Pm,n(X'y) 1 ' 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 2.1.3 and the hypothesis 
of this corollary. [j 
Note that Conn proved a theorem similar to Corollary 
2.2.3 under the condition that P^ x^,y) be bounded below 
by a positive constant and that the kernels be defined on a 
finite space. These conditions imply a uniform positive 
lower bound on a(P^ ) or equivalently the existence of 
6 <1 such that 6 (P ) < 6 . 
n — 
Using Corollary 2.2.3, we can show that in the stationary 
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case (P^ (x,y) = P(x,y) for all n) , under suitable condi­
tions, a weakly ergodic sequence is also strongly ergodic. In 
fact, the powers of P converge to a left eigenfunction of 
P corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. 
Corollary 2.2.4; If {P^  ^ is a stationary weakly 
ergodic sequence of stochastic kernels with a uniform upper 
bound A, say, and if sup P(x,y) is an in te gr able function 
X 
of y, then there exists a function q(y) such that if 
for all X, Q(x,y) = q(y), then 
(a) ||P*(x,y)-0(x,y)(| ^  0 
and 
(b) jq(x)  P(x,y)y(dx) = q{y) . 
Proof; From Lemma 2.1.4, we know that a stationary 
sequence is weedcly ergodic if and only if P is a-primitive. 
Say a(P^ ) >0, then 6 (P^ ) = 6 < 1. Let [p] represent 
the greatest integer function. Applying Corollary 2.2.3, 
we have that 
[-] 
sup P^ ('",y) - inf P^ (x,y) _< A(ô) ^  (2.2.2) 
X X 
which, of course, tends to zero as n-^ ». 
Now consider the sequence of functions {sup ?^ (x,y)}. 
X 
This is a non-increasing sequence since 
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sup P^ *^ (x,y) = sup jP(x, 2 )P^ ( 2 ,y)y(dz) 
V X ' 
£ sup [sup P^ (z,y)] |P(x,z)u(dz) 
V «7 i 
= sup P*(z,y) . 
Hence for each y, {sup P (x,y)} is a non-increasing se-
X 
quence bounded below, hence the pointwise limit q(y) exists. 
Similarly, for each y, {inf P*(x,y)} is a non-decreasing 
X 
sequence which is bounded above by the number q(y), hence 
its pointwise limit also exists. In fact, in view of 
(2.2.2), q(y) must be the common limit. 
Also, since Q(x,y) = q(y) for all x, 
|P*(x,y)-0(x,y)| = |P^ (x,y) - q ( y ) |  
[—] 
£ [sup P^ (x,y) - inf P^ (x,y) | £ A (6) ^  » 0, (2.2.3) 
X X 
uniformly in x and y. 
In order to show that (a) holds, we must show that 
lim sup I jP^  (x,y)-Q(x,y) jy (dy) = 0. 
Let h%(x,y) = |P^ (x,y)-Q(x,y)1. Then 
lim sup 
k-x» X 
h, (x,y) y (dy) £ lim sup h (x,y)u{dy) 
X ^ 
= lim [sup h. (x,y) ] u(dy) . 
•"k^  X 
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The interchange of limit and integral is justified by the 
Lebesque dominated convergence theorem since for any x 
h, (x,y) = |P^ (x,y)-0(x,y)| = |P^ (x,y)-q(y)| 
Ic If 
< max[P (x,y),q(y)] < max[sup P (x,y),q(y)] 
= sup P^ (x,y) . 
X 
The last equality holds since q(y) is the pointwise limit 
J* 
of the non-increasing sequence {sup P (x,y)}. Also, since 
J, X 
it is non-increasing, sup P (x,y) £ sup P(x,y) which is an 
X X 
integrable function by hypothesis. Hence, for any x, 
|P^ (x,y)-Q(x,y) I  ^sup P (x,y) 
X 
i.e., 
sup |P^ (x,y)-Q(x,y)| _<supP(x,y) . 
X X 
Now it suffices to show that the integrand is zero, 
k e.f that lim sup h, (x,y) = 0. It follows from (2,2,3) 
k-^ X 
that 
[|3 
sup h^  (x,y) _< A(ô) 
which tends to zero as k-»-®. 
To prove (b) , consider 
P^ ^^ (x,y) = Jp^ (x,z)p(z,y)u(dz) . 
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The integrand is dominated by an in te gr able function since 
k k P (x,z)P(z,y) £ A sup P (x,z) £ A sup P(x,z). 
X X 
Further, we know from (2.2.3) that lim P (x,y) = q(y). 
k-»oo 
Hence 
q(y) = lim P^ *^ (x,y) = lim fp^ (x,z)p(z,y)w(dz) 
k-»-» Ic^ oo J 
= [lim P^ (x,z)P(z,y)u(dz) 
J k+oo 
= |q(z)P(z,y)y(dz). Q 
Note that it is easy to show that Q(x,y) is in fact a 
stochastic kernel, and since it is constant, (a) of Corollary 
2.2.4 is equivalent to strong ergodicity. 
It is clear that on a finite measure space, the upper 
bound A on P(x,y) implies that sup P(x,y) is an 
X 
integrable function of y. Hence a stationary sequence on a 
finite measure space with a bounded kernel is weakly ergodic 
if and only if it is strongly ergodic. 
In view of these last remarks, it is impossible to find 
a finite stationary Markov chain which is weakly ergodic but 
does not converge. 
Doob (1953) proved a result analogous to Corollary 2.2.4 
for the finite matrix case. 
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C. Equivalence of Two Definitions of Weak 
and Strong Ergodicity 
In the study of Markov chains most authors (see, for 
example, Feller (1968) or Karlin (1966)) say that a Markov 
chain is determined by the stochastic transition function and 
an initial probability distribution over the state space. 
In the case of a finite state space, they would say the chain 
is determined by the transition matrices and an"initial 
probability vector. With this approach, one studies the 
behavior of the function which gives the probability distri­
bution over the state space at any time n, namely 
f^ (y) = |f^ _3^ (x)P^ (x,y)u(dx) = jfp (x)Pj^ ^^ (x,y)u(dx) , 
(2.3.1) 
where fgty) is the initial probability distribution, hence 
must satisfy 
fgty) ^ 0 and |fQ(y)u(dy) = 1 . 
It is clear that since P_(x,y) is a stochastic kernel, f^ (y) 
will also satisfy these two properties, fQ(y) will be called 
a starting density. 
As was stated after Definition 2.1.1, in the non-
stationary case it is necessary to consider behavior for a 
chain starting at time m rather than time 1. To do this, 
we consider f _(y) defined by 
m,n •' 
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'm.n'l" = Pm,n' 
For convenience, when in=l, we will write "fj^ Cy)" as in 
(2.3.1). 
We elk and strong ergodicity can now be defined in terms 
of starting densities. Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 show that 
these definitions are in fact equivalent to Definitions 2.1.1 
and 2.2.1. 
Definition-2.3.1; A non-homogeneous Markov chain will 
be called weakly ergodic if for all m, 
where f^  and g^  are starting densities. 
Definition 2.3.2; A non-homogeneous Markov chain will 
be called strongly ergodic if there exists a starting density 
q(y) such that for all m, 
sup f  i f (y ) -q (y ) Î li (dy ). -Î- 0 
^ J Ul^ll 
0^ 
where f^  is a starting density. 
Theorem 2.3.1; Definition 2.1.1 is equivalent to 
Definition 2.3.1. 
Proof; Assume is weakly ergodic in the sense of 
Definition 2.1.1. Let f^  and g^  be any two starting 
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densities and let m be given. Define 
0(x ,y )  =  
fgty) if xeA 
fgg  (y )  i f  XEA^ 
where AeR and 0<ii(A)<ii(S) . Then f (y) can be expressed Itl f n 
=  1 0^ <*> 
= jQ(Zi'X)Pm,n<X'y)w(aK) = QPm,n (=!'?' 
if z^ eA. Similarly if z.eA^ , then g^  (y) = QP_ _(z_,y). X 6 lU / ri lU/Xl 6 
Now since fg and gg are starting densities, Q is a 
stochastic kernel, and Lemmas 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3 can 
be applied to give 
= sup 
X, z 
= 2Ô (Q? ) < 25(Q)ô(? ) < 25 (P ). 
m,n — m,n — m,n 
Now if Definition 2.1.1 holds, 6 (P ) -> 0. Further, this 
m,n 
goes to zero independently of the choice of fg and g^ , 
Conversely, assume sup j  1  f  „  (y ) -g_  „  (y )  1V (dy )  0  
'f ff J lu/Xl Dlfil 
O'^ O 
for all m. Let m be given. Define 
f*(y) = P^ x^,y) . 
Then the collection {f*(y):xeS} is a subset of the set of all 
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starting densities. Also, 
X 
Pm+l,n(:'y'w(dz) 
= /p„(x,z)P^ i^ „(z,y)u(az) = P„ ,„ (x ,y )  .  
Using this equality we get 
0^'«0 
and this last expression tends to zero by assumption. [] 
Theorem 2.3.2: Definition 2.2.1 is equivalent to defini­
tion 2.3.2. 
Proof: Assume is strongly ergodic in the sense 
of Definition 2.2.1. Let Q(x,y) be the constant kernel 
described in Definition 2.2.1 and let q(y) = 0(XQ,y) for 
some XqSS. Then 
fp (x)P^ ^^  (x,y)u(dx)-q(y) ly(dy) j|fm,nty)"9(y) | y(dy) = j  |  
=  J j j f g(x) [Pjj^ j^^ (x,y)-q(y) lu(dx) Ip(dy) 
1 fgix) |y (dx)y(dy) 
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= j fo(*)|Pm,n(*'y)"9(y)|M(dy)u(dx) 
= jfgtx) |u(dy)]y(dx) 
1 sup ||Pj^ ^^ (x,y)-q(y) |y (dy) jf^ fxiutdx) 
= sup I |Pjj^ j^^ (x,y)-Q{xQ,y) jy (dy) 
(2. 3.2) 
= iIP™.n-Qll-m,n 
The last equality holds since for each x, Q(x,y) = 
0(xQ,y) a.e. Also the norm goes to zero by assumption^  
independently of the choice of f q . Equation (2.3.2) 
follows by Fubini's Theorem. 
Conversely, assume there exists a starting density which 
satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.3.2. Define 
Q(x,y) = q(y) for all xeS. As in Theorem 2.3.1, define 
This last expression tends to zero by assumption, hence the 
In the following chapters we focus attention on the be­
havior of functions anal ago us to f (y) . 
m,n 
f (y )  = p^ (x,y) so that h^en 
f 
0 
conclusion follows. [] 
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III. BEHAVIOR OF NON-NEGATIVE KERNELS 
A. Normalization and Transformations 
As indicated in Chapter I, we consider only sequences 
of non-negative kernels {M^ (x,y)} which are defined on SxS, 
measurable, for which kernel superpositions as defined in 
(1.1.2) exist, and for which integrals as in (1.1.3) exist. 
We do, however, exclude kernels which are zero a.e. for each 
x. We will consider behavior of a sequence {f^ y^)} analogous 
to that defined in (2.3.1). We pointed out at that time 
that if is stochastic and if fQ(y) is any density, 
then f^ (y) will integrate to 1 for all n. 
It is easy to see that this last property will not 
necessarily hold for non-negative. For example, if 
M^ (x,y) is defined on [0,l]x[0,l] by 
' 2 xe[0,|] = A^  
1 2 
; 4 x£[|,1] = A3 
then by choosing f^  to be a density function which has 
its support on A^ , A^ , or A^  respectively, then f^ ty) 
2  A  
will integrate to -j, 1, or y. We certainly could not expect 
the difference 1 fj^  (y)-g^  ^(y) 1 to get small in the sense 
if f^  and g^  do not integrate to the same thing. One 
obvious solution which is used extensively in Chapter IV, is 
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to compare f* (y) with g* (y )  where 
f * (y )  =  f^ (y ) /  | f j^ (y )y (dy)  .  
In this case, we would say that f^ (y) is normalized. More 
generally, we should consider the behavior of f* (y). Now, lu r" 
since If _(y)y(dy) is a normalizing factor which depends J Itl/Il 
on fQ, m, and n, a more general approach to the problem 
of normalizing would be to look for sequences of constants 
kffg, m, n) and kCg^, m, n) such that I  ^ ~^m,n ^ I  
converges to zero in some sense. 
Since beginning with a density is not helpful in this 
chapter we define a "starting function" to be any f^ fy) 
satisfying 
fo(y) 1 0 
0 < jfg(y)y(dy) < » . 
Also for any starting function, we define 
i^n,n<y '  =  j f o ' x ' M m . n ' d x )  .  
Further, given a sequence of constants k(fQ,m,n) we define 
Definition 3.1.1; A sequence of non-negative kernels 
will be called weakly ergodic if for each pair of 
starting functions f^  and g^  there exist sequences of 
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positive constants k(fQ,m,n) emd k(gQ,m,n) such that for 
all m. 
sup  ^0 (3.1.1) 
while 
0. (3.1.2) 
If k(fQ,m,n) and k(gQ,m,n) are such that (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2) are satisfied they will be called "satisfactory 
norming sequences". Note that if (3.1.1) holds and either of 
the expressions of (3.1.2) holds, then so will the other. 
From Conn's work, it appears that the eigenfunctions of 
the kernels {M^ (x,y)} play a significant role in the analysis 
of ergodic behavior. In view of this and in order to use 
the ergodic coefficient of Dobrushin, it is reasonable to 
transform the non-negative kernels into stochastic kernels 
as follows. If such exist, let $^ (x) and Y^ /y) be 
respectively right and left positive eigenfunctions of 
(x,y) corresponding to eigenvalue X^ . Then 
P„(Xry) = (x,y) (y)/X^ $^  (x) (3.1.3) 
and 
On(x,y) = '{'^ (y)M^ (y,x)/X^ "i'^ (x) (3.1.4) 
are both stochastic kernels. $^ (x) and W^ (y) are required 
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to be positive for the following reasons. If is a posi­
tive function, then P^ (x,y) is well defined, whereas if 
$ were allowed to assume the value zero on some set of 
n 
points, then P^ (x,y) would not be defined on that set. 
If were allowed to assume both positive and negative 
values, then P^ (x,y) would assume negative values, in which 
case P would not be stochastic. Y is required to be 
n n 
positive for the same reasons. 
It is not true that all non-negative kernels possess 
positive eigenfunctions. There are, however, certain classes 
of kernels which do have positive eigenfunctions. In Chapter 
I, we noted that according to Harris (1963), the class of 
primitive kernels has this property. 
Jentzsch (1912) gave sufficient conditions for an eigen-
function to be positive, although his results are a special 
case of a theorem given by Sarymsakov (1949). The sufficient 
condition given by Sarymsakov is that the non-negative kernel 
defined on [a,b]x[a,bj be continuous and that for any point 
(x,t) in the square, there exists an iterate (x,t) which 
is positive. 
Birkhoff (1957) obtained various extensions of Jentzsch's 
theorem. One of these pertains to positive valued kernels. 
Since some non-negative kernels do not have positive 
eigenfunctions, it is possible to define another transfor­
mation which is more general than (3.1.3). Let (y) be 
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any non-negative function such that 
I„(x) 
exists and is positive for all x. Then 
(x,y) = M^ (x,y)G^ (y)/I^ (x) (3.1.5) 
is a stochastic kernel. If G^ (y) is an eigenfunction, then 
(3,1.5) reduces to (3.1.3). A similar transformation could 
be made to generalize (3.1.4). 
The following lemmas will be useful in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2.1 which gives sufficient conditions for weak 
ergodicity of non-negative kernels. 
Lemma 3.2.1; Let g(x) be an integrable function and 
let h(x) satisfy 0 _< 1 - e < h(x) _< 1 + e. Then 
B. Weak Ergodicity Using 
Eigenfunctions 
Proof: Let g(x) = g'(x)-g (x) and |g(x)| = g^ (x) 
+ g (x). Assume without loss of generality that 
|g(x)h(x)u(dx) ^ 0. Then 
1 Jg(x)h (x) y(dx) 1 = [g(x)h (x) y (dx) = |g^ (x)h(x)y(dx) 
g {x)h(x)y(dx) 
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_< (1+e) jg"*" (x) y (dx) - (l- e ) j g  (x) u(dx) 
=  | J g (^x)y(dx) - | g~(x)y(dx) + E[ j g*(x)y(dx) 
+ |g~ (x)y(dx) ] | 
<_ ||g(x)y(dx)| + e j|g(x)|y(dx) . [] 
Note that Lemma 3.2.1 holds when x is taken to be a 
vector and y is taken to be a product measure. 
The next lemma shows that under certain conditions it 
is possible to find sequences of normalizing constants, 
dependent on y, so that if n is taken large enough, 
j1f*(y)~g*(Y)1U(dy) will be less than y. 
Lemma 3.2.2: Let {M^ (x,y)} be a sequence of non-
negative kernels with the following properties: 
a) there exist right eigenfunctions (x) such that 
i) 0 < b < $ (x) < B < ^  
— n — 
ii) = sup 
X 
4„(x) 
i , U) satisfies Z e <«> n=l  ^n-1 
b) the sequence of stochastic kernels {P^ (x,y)} 
defined by (3.1.3) is weakly ergodic. 
Then given Y>0, fg and g^  starting functions, there are 
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sequences of normalizing constants {d^ (Y)} and {e^ (Y)} 
such that for n ^  N (y), 
| l  f * (y ) -g j (y )  lu (dy)  <  y  •  
Note that since eigenfmotions are determined only up 
to multiplicative constants, given one should choose 
$^ (x) in such a way that is as small as possible, sub­
ject to $^ (x) remaining within specified bounds. 
00 00 
Proof: Since Z e < °°, it must be that IT (1+E_) 
11=1 " n=l " 
converges, hence, given e such that 0<e<l, there exists 
Nu=N^ (e) such that 
M « 
n (1+e ) < n (1+e ) < 1 + e. (3.2.1) 
n=N^   ^ n=N^  ^ 
M 
Also it is not hard to show that II (1-e ) > H (1-e ) > 1-e 
n=N^   ^ -n=N^  
If is weakly ergodic, given e>0 and m, there 
exists an = NgfCfm) such that for n ^  Ng, 
a(P_ < E . (3.2.2) 
Let e=Yb/4 where y is some given small number. Let 
m = N^ (e) + 1 and let N(Y) = Ngfe/m). If f^  and g^  
are the given starting functions define {d^ } as follows 
d = 
1 n<Nj^  
n i ,  n  ( 3 - 2 - 3 »  
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cind define {e^  ^ similarly using g^  instead of f^  . 
For n ^  Ng, consider f*(y) and g* (y) . For 
convenience, take 
Clearly, f**(y) is a density function. Then f^ (y) can 
be written as follows for n>N^ . 
fjj(y) = |f^ _3^  (x)M^  (x,y)u(dx) 
= j|^ n-2 (dzj, ) u(dx) 
where v = n-N^ . Using (3.1.3) this becomes 
n^^ ^^  ~ j*•*|^ N^ ^^ 1^ ^^ N^ +l^ N^ +1^ l^^ N^^ +1^  
• • (z^ )Pn(z^ 'y)/*n(y) IwfdZi) • • .P(dz^ ) 
"1* * *I^N, (=l)*N,+lt^j^^N,+l^^l'^2^ 
 ^ 1 1 ]=N^ +1 1 
*^ (y) U(dZi) .. .u(dz^ ) (3.2.4) 
Using (3.2.4) and d^  as defined in (3.2.3), f*(y) can 
be written as 
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f;(y) = Zj_,Z2) 
••-^ n < s-y)[.Î2 j'^ j'j-l'^  j " 
0 ^ y) U (dz^ ) . . .M(dz^ ) . (3.2 
If g*(y) is defined in the same way as f*(y) and 
if n>N=N2 (e/in) , then 
11 f* (y ) -g* (y )  |y(dy) 
. ..^h(z^/>><; fy)^(z2f*««f z^ ) y (dz^) 
' ' .wtdz^)  I  l ^TTT 
where 
** ** 
and 
*(=2 %' = .fj • 
Now h can assume positive and negative values and 
it follows from (3.2.1) that l-e^ (j><l+e, hence Lemma 3.2.1 
can be applied to get 
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11  f j (y ) -g* (y )  |y  (dy)  
r r ** ** 1 
1  j  I j  i rw  
r r * * * * 1 
( 3 . 2 . 6 )  
Since f** and g** were constructed to be densities, 
"i "i 
define 
if xeA 
P**(x,y) = 
r£j5My) 
g**(y) if xeA^  
V 
where 0<u(A)<y(S). Then if xeA and zeA^ , the first 
term of (3.2.6) becomes 
, * * ** , 1 
I W+l,r.<'''y'-^ N/N^ +l,n<=^ 'y' li^ îyr 
= E i I i 4 ' 
Where the inequalities of (3.2.7) follow from the bounds on 
and Equation (3.2.2). 
Now consider the second term of (3.2.6). 
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i 6- |PN]+l,n(Zl'y)w(dy'w'aZi) 
(3.2.8) 
Combining (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) yields 
f * (y ) -g* (y )  iy (dy)  1  % + % = Y.  
It remains to show that the norming constants used are 
positive. That is we must show that 
= tf^ N (y)*N +i(y)u(dy)] H A > 0. 
n J 2^ *1 ^  j=N^ +l ] 
Now if $(x) is an ei gen function and 0<b^ $ (x) <B«», then 
XB>X$(x) = M(x,y)$(y)y(dy) > b |m(x. 
Xb<X$ (x) = |m(x/ y)$(y)Y(dy) £ B 
y)u((^ ) for all x and 
M(x,y)y(dy) for all x. 
Hence 
X > I sup 
x •' 
where, sup 
x 
are zero a.e. 
[M(x,y)u(dy) > 0 
|M{x,y)p(dy) > 0 since we exclude kernels which 
Similarly/ 0 < ^  £ jM(x,y)y(dy) for all 
inplies that 
|fjj(y)u(dy) = Il 
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l f ( x )  ( X ,  y )  u  ( d x )  u  ( d y  )  
|f^_2(x) [|M^(x,y) u(dy) ]y(dx) 
> 
> (3.2.9) 
Hence d > 0. H 
n 
It should be pointed out that although d^  and 
depend on the choice of fg and g^ , and N do not 
depend on and g^ , hence the result holds uniformly 
for any choice of starting functions. 
Later it will be necessary to know whether jf*(y)y(dy) 
tends to zero. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2.2 and using 
Equation (3.2.5), it is easy to see, since the integrand is 
positive and the are stochastic that 
u(dz^ ) .. .\1 (dz^ )U (dy) 
... (dz^ )vi(dy) 
V 
E n (l-e . .)]/B . 
4=? J j 2 "1 
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This last term is positive since the product converges. In 
fact 
V 00 
[ n (i-e ..)]/B > [ n (1-E > 0 . j=2 1 J j=2 1^+] 
A similar result can be found for an upper bound, hence 
00 * 00 
I n (l-e„ . .)]/B< f*(y)u(dy) < [ H (l+e. . .)]/b (3.2.10) j=2 *1 ] " j=2 "l^ J 
for all n ^  N^ +1. Further, these bounds are independent 
of f„. 
Theorem 3.2.1; If {M^ (x,y)} is a sequence of non-
negative kernels satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.2.2, 
then {M^ } is L^  weakly ergodic. 
Proof: Following Definition 3.1.1, let fg eind gg be . 
any starting functions. It suffices to consider the case m=l, 
i.e., f, _ (y )  = f„ (y )  / since for any other m the X fix 11 
arguments are identical. 
Let be a sequence of constants decreasing to zero. 
By Lemma 3.2.2, for each i there exist sequences of 
constants {d^  (Yj^ )} and {e^ y^^ )} such that 
n>N(Y^ ) 1 f* (y)-g* (y) 1 u (dy) < . Without loss of 
generality, assume that {N(y^ )} forms an increasing sequence. 
The coefficients {d^  (y} can be written in an array 
as follows : 
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... dQ(Y^ )(Yi) ... 
di(Y2) dg (Yg) ... ... c^ ^^ )^(Y2) 
••• d^ Y^^ )(Yi) ... <^ (Y2)^ i^^  
A similar array can be written for (e^ tY^ )}. It was 
pointed out earlier that the numbers N(y^ ) are independent 
of fg and , hence can be used for both the {d^ } 
and {e^  ^ sequences. Now define 
C (Yi) n < HCyj) 
and define k(gQ,l,n) similarly. 
These sequences of constants will satisfy the conditions 
of Definition 3.1.1, for if £>0 is given, there is some 
i such that Y\<E. Then for any n>N(y^ ), 
||f*(y)-g*(y)|p(dy) < < e 
independently of the choice of f^  and g^ . 
It remains to show Jf*(y)u(dy) -/-*• 0. In the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.2, e was taken to be Yb/4, so as y+O, e-^ 0 and 
N^ =N^  (e) can be assumed to go to infinity as e-^ 0. Since e 
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is a function of y, we could write N^ =N^ (y) . 
Then since ' we know from (3.2.10) 
that for all n2N^ (Y^ )+l, 
1/B < lim jf*(y)u(dy) £ f*(y)ii(dy) < 1/b. (3.2.11) 
n-»<o  ^ i l  
Hence jf*(y) w(dy)-/-^  0. Q 
In Conn's work and in Chapter IV satisfactory norming 
sequences are obtained by using jf^ (y)M(dy) (or more 
generally, f^  _(y)u(dy)). The question arises as to 
J 111/11 
whether this norming would be satisfactory under the condi­
tions of Theorem 3.2.1. The answer is in the affirmative 
as is shown by the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2.1: If {M^ (x,y)} is a sequence of non-
negative kernels satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.2.2, 
then k'(fo,m,n) = n and k'(gQ,m,n) = 
]g„ „(y)u(dy) are satisfactory norming sequences for showing 
J lU/ I l  
that is weakly ergodic. 
Proof; Here again it suffices to show this for the cases 
of iiF=l. Define 
In fact we could show that 
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f^ **(y) = fj(y)//fj(y)u(dy) . (3.2.12) 
Then, since f*(y) = (y)/k(fQ,l,n), it follows that 
f**(y) = fj^ (y)//fj^ (y)v(dy) = (y)/k'(f^ /l^ n) (3.2.13) 
Let £>0 be given. We wish to show that there exists 
N'(e), independent of the choice of fg and , such 
that if n > N', then 
|| Efj^ (y)//fnJ-[9;^ (y)//g^ ] |y(dy) < e. 
From Equation (3.2.11) there exists Ng such that 
n^ Ng inplies that 
1 
2B -
f*(y)u(<3y) . (3.2.14) 
Define = e/4B. By Theorem 3.2.1, there exists an 
N(e^ ) such that n^ N(ej^ ) inplies that 
[|f*(y)-9*(y)|w(dy) < . 
Now let n ^  N'(e) = max[N(ej^ ) ,Ng] and define 
An(y) = 
fn' y>  g„ 'y )  
men from (3.2.12) and (3.2.13), 
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An(y) = fS(y) gj(y) 
f î(y) f ;(y) 
/g„* 
£J(y) g* (y) 
TiJ-
(3.2 
Considering the first term of (3.2.15), we find 
fJCy)  f j (y )  
/gj 
= f j (y) J^ n' J^ n 
Sg* /fj 
_ f j (y) l j lgj(y)-f j (y)] i i (dy) I  
(y) r 
1 2B -2 I  (g*(y)-f*(y)! i i (ay) | ,  
rf* 1 " 
where the inequality holds from (3.2.14) as applied to g* 
Applying the same inequality to the second term of 
(3.2.15) we get: 
f j (y) g*(y) 
K  JX 
f*(y)-g*(y)ll 2B|f*(y)-g*(y) 
Finally, since 
I  j  [g*(y ) - f*(y) ]u (dy)  |  <  j  | f * (y ) -g* (y )  |y  (dy)  <  
it follows that 
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j A (^y) y(dy) < ||^  ^(2B) ||lg*(y)-fj(y)]u(dy)| 
+ (2B) I f* (y)-g* (y) ly u (dy) 
• f * (y )  
£ 2B y(dy) + J ! f* (y)-gj (y) lii (dy)} 
•^ n 
= 2B(E^ +e^ } = e . 
It is clear that fn (y) A'(fQ/l/n)y(dy) = 1 -/"+ 0 . 
Also it follows from (3.2.9) that k'(f^ 1^^ n) = 
1 f^ (y)y(dy) >0. • 
Theorem 3.2,1 and Corollary 3.2.1 show that under certain 
conditions, there is more than one way to find a satisfactory 
norming sequence. In fact, if k(f^ ,m,n) and k(gQ,m,n) 
are satisfactory norming sequences, then for any constant c, 
the sequences C'k(fg ,m,n) and ckCg^  ,m,n) will also be 
satisfactory norming sequences. îfe conclude this section 
with some leminas concerning the relationship between differ­
ent satisfactory norming sequences. 
For notational sinçlicity, assume m=l and write, for 
exançle, k(fQ,l,n) as k(fQ,n), etc. 
k(fQ,n) k(gQ,n) 
Lemma 3.2.3; If r = emd if 
k'(fQ,n) k'{gQ,n) 
0 < c- = lim r < lim r = c- < «> , 1 n — n 2 
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then the sequences k(fQ,n), k(gQ,n) are satisfactory 
norming sequences if and only if k'(fQ,n) and k' (g^ n^) 
are. 
Proof: Let I 
J = U—rz r u(dy) with I' and J' similarly defined. 
n n n 
Assume k(fQ,n) and kCg^ n^) are satisfactory norming 
sequences (SNS). Then it follows that 
n = 1 k(fQ/n) klg^ TnT ]i(dy) and 
lim I = lim I =0 
n n 
lim o — ij,  ^0 . 
n 1 (3.2.16) 
Note that 
= j f (^y)/k'(fQ,n) y(dy) = j  
f^ (y) k(fQ,n) 
kCfg ,n) ' k' (fg ,n) 
= ^ n^ n 
Similarly, I' = r I 
n n n 
Then since all tezms involved are 
positive, we use properties of lim to obtain the following. 
lim I' = lim r I < lim r lim I 
n n n — n n 
= c~ lim I = 0 . 
z n 
Also, lim > 0, since if lim = 0, then 
lim J = lim J'/r < lim J' • lim 1/r 
n n n — n n 
= lim J'/lim r = lim J'/c. = 0, 
n  n  n i .  
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which œntradicts (3.2.16). Likewise it is easy to show that 
g„ (y)/k'»n) y (dy) -/-> 0. Hence k'(fQ,n) and k'(gQ,n) 
n - "'0 
are SNS's. 
k(fQ,n) 
The converse follows at once since r ' = will 
n 
satisfy 0 < — = lim r' < lim r' = — < [] 
c~ — n — n Cn 
k' (fQ,n) 
Lemma 3.2.4: If r_ = 
•• n 
k(fQ ,n) 
k' (fg/n) 
and s^  = 
n 
k(gQ ,n) 
k'(gQ,n) 
and 0 < c, = lim r < lim r = c. < » and I r -s_ I -»• 0, X n — n z ' n n 
and lim j f^  (y)/k (fg ,n) w (dy) = L^  < », then k(fQ,n), 
k(gQ,n) are SNS's if and only if k'(fQ,n) and k'(gQ,n) 
are. 
Proof; Assume k(fQ,n) and k(gQ,n) are SNS's. The 
fact that lim J' >0 follows as in Lemma 3.2.3. Also, 
n 
'A 4 
f „ (y )  g„(y) 
k' (fQ,n) k' (g^  ,n) 
P (dy) 
4  k(f .  ,n )  îcT ÏTTnT y (dy) 
f f_(y) f 
1 JlV^nl klf^ 
fn (y )  g„ (y )  
k(fQ,n) ~ k(gQ ,n) y (dy) 
The hypotheses iirply that lim s^  = lim n 2 r_ = , hence 
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Ï Ï S lK -  I I "'n' + ^  
< lim Ir -s 1 . lim J + lim s • lim I 
— ' n n ' n n n 
= L. lim I r  -s I  + c_ lim I = 0 . 1 • n n '  ^ n 
As in Lemma 3.2.3, the converse is easy. [] 
Note that since J' = J r , lim J being finite implies 
n n n n 
lim is finite. Also, since = |gj^ (y)/k{gQ,n) li(dy) 
satisfies 
1 1 ^n' 
it follows that lim K = lim J = L, < <». Hence under the 
n n 1 
conditions of Lemma 3.2.4, if any one of , K^ , or 
has a finite lim sup, then so will the other three. 
The converse of Lemma 3.2.4 is not true. In fact 
even with the additional restriction that lim J and lim J' 
n n 
be finite, it is possible for lim r^  to be zero or lim r^  
to be infinite. For exeuitple, if k(£Q,n) = j f^ (y) M(dy) 
and k(gQ,n) = jg^  (y)n (dy) are SNS's and if 
k(fQ,n) n odd 
k'(fg,n) =• 
n^k(fQ.-n) n even 
then clearly the primed sequences will be SNS's. Further 
lim J = lim J' = 1, while lim r =0. Also by inter-
n n — n 
changing the roles of primed emd unprimed sequences in this 
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example, it follows that its possible to have lim = «>. 
C. Weak Ergodicity Without 
Using Eigenfunctions 
At the end of Section A of this Chapter, we indicated 
that in the case where positive eigenfunctions do not exist, 
it is possible to try another transformation, namely that 
given in Equation (3.1.5). A generalized version of Theorem 
3.2.1 can be given in terms of this alternate transformation. 
where X is some positive constant. While X is not 
n n 
necessarily an eigenvalue, it will play a role similar to 
that of the eigenvalues in Lemma 3.2.1. 
Theorem 3.3.1; Let {M^ (x,y)} be a sequence of non-
negative kernels with the following properties; 
a) there exist functions G„ (y) such that 
i) 0 < b < G (y) < B < «> 
— n — 
ii) I^ (x) = |m^  (x,y) (y) y (dy) exists and is posi­
tive for all x 
iii) there exists a sequence of constants {X^  ^ such 
that 
If I^ (x) = Im^  (x,y)G^  (y)u (dy) , define 
H (x) = I (x)/X 
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e = suo 
 ^ x' 
H^ (x) 
-1 sup 
x 
I„(x) 
- 1 
satisfies 
Ee < <» 
n 
b) the sequence of stochastic kernels {R^ (x,y)} 
defined by (3.1.5) is weakly ergodic. 
Then is weakly ergodic. 
The proof of this theorem follows the proofs of Lemma 
3.2.2 and Theorem 3.2.1. 
Note that if a sequence of functions {G^ (y)} such 
that (i) and (ii) are satisfied is given, a sequence of 
constants {X } such that condition (iii) is satisfied exists 
n 
if and only if 
inf sup 
X >0 x 
In(x) 
(X) - 1 
satisfies Ze'«». In fact if X is chosen such that 
n n 
= sup 
I„(x) 
- 1 
Then it is clear that Ze ' < <» implies Ze <». 
n n 
We conclude this section with an exaiiple for which 
Weak ergodicity can be shown to hold by using Theorem 3.3.1 
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but not by using Theorem 3.2.1. Theorem 3.2.1 can not be 
applied since positive eigenfunctions may not exist. 
For simplicity we consider a discrete state space and 
take to be a matrix. Let {a^ } be a sequence of inde­
pendent random numbers taken, say, from a uniform distribution 
over (1/4, 1/2). For n = 1,2,..., define 
"n = 
where 
n^ = 
n 
n^ -^2^ n-l 
l -^ n n-1 
Also define 
G n  = 1  
\l-< 
n 
Clearly the elements of are bounded by 1/4 and 3/4, 
hence (i) of Theorem 3.3.1 is satisfied. Also 
:n = 
n 
1-a 
n 
, a 
l-2a 
n-1 
n \ 
1-a 
n 
n-1 
n 
t 1 
n^--n-r 
n-1 
'n-1 
n n 
'n-1 
=n-l 
Hence is positive, and so (ii) also holds. 
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a 
Now, choosing X = , we find that , , 
n a 1 n n n-i 
n-1 
hence e =0 for all n and so Ee = 0 < <», i.e. 
n n 
(iii) holds. 
Finally, the stochastic matrix defined by (3.1.5) 
can be shown to be 
/ I  0  
n^ = 
n^-1 "^^ n^-1 
\ ^ "^ n-1 "^®n-l yi 
Using Equation (1.2.4) to find the ergodic coefficient, we 
find 
n-1 
hence the sequence {R^ } is weakly ergodic. This shows 
that all conditions of Theorem 3.3.1 are satisfied. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that b^  satisfies 
0<b^ <2, and it is not hard to show that for b^ >l, there are 
no positive eigenvectors. 
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IV. POINTWISE BEHAVIOR OF NON-NEGATIVE 
KERNELS 
A. Weak Ergodicity 
In Chapter III we considered the behavior of {f*(y)} 
and {g*(y)} in the sense, i.e. 11 f* (y)-g* (y) IV (dy) . 
In this chapter, we consider pointwise behavior, i.e. 
| f j (y) -g*(y)  I  
and we look for conditions under which there will be loss of 
memory (weak ergodicity) or convergence and loss of memory 
(strong ergodicity). In Chapter III the space S was assumed 
to be a-finite, but in this chapter it will be assumed finite. 
Under the assunption that u(S) < o>, uniform pointwise con­
vergence implies convergence and since all of the 
principal results of this chapter are of the former type of 
convergence, they will also be of the latter type. 
In addition to the usual assumptions for the sequence 
{M^} of measurability, existence of sequential superposi­
tions, etc. we will, for various theorems, impose some of the 
following conditions: 
(i) 0 < (x,y) < A (4.1.1) 
— n — 
(ii) M^{x,S) = |m^ (x,y) y (dy) ^ v > 0 for all x (4.1.2) 
(iii) there is an eigenvalue with corresponding 
right and left eigenfunctions $^(x) and T^^y) 
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satisfying 
0 < b < 4» (x) < B < ® (4.1.3) 
— n — 
0 < d < Y (y) < D < 00 (4.1.4) 
— n — 
(iv) the sequence {P^} defined by (3.1.3) 
satisfies for some 6 
6(P ) < Ô < 1 (4.1.5) 
n — 
(v) the sequence {Q^} defined by (3.1.4) satisfies 
for some 6 
5(Q ) < 6 < 1. (4.1.6) 
n — 
Note that if condition i) is replaced by, 
(i* ) 0 < A £ (x,y) £ Â" < «> , 
then all of conditions (ii) through (v) are satisfied. 
Condition (i') is the condition imposed by Conn and it is 
easy to give families of kernels for which (i) through (v) 
are satisfied even though (i') is not. Note also that con­
dition (ii) in the matrix case would reduce to requiring that 
the row sums be bounded below by a positive number. 
The bounds in conditions (i) through (v) allow other use­
ful bounds to be derived. These bounds are derived in the 
next lemma. 
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Lemma 4.1.1: 
(a) 
(b) 
and 
(4.1.1), implies (S)"" (4.1.7) 
(4.1.1) and (4.1.2) iirply 0 < (y)y (dy) < " 
f*(y) = fj^(y)/|fn(y)y(ây) < A/v 
(4.1.8) 
(4.1.9) 
(c) (4.1.1), (4.1.2), and (4.1.4) imply 
0 < v < X < Au (SO (4.1.10) 
— n — 
(d) (4.1.1), (4.1.2), and (4.1.4) imply 
Q^(x,y) <_ AD/vd (4.1.11) 
(e) (4.1.1), (4.1.2), (4.1.3), and (4.1.4) imply 
P^(x,y) <_ AB/vb . (4.1.12) 
Proof; (a) When m=0, the result is trivial since 
(x,y) £ A. Assume the result holds for m-1. Then 
Mn.n+m'x-y' = K,n+in-l 
m-1 
(b) 
< A%(s)' Mh+m(='y)%(az) 
< A*+lii(s)m-l U(dz) = A*^lu(S)* 
fj^(y)y(dy) = jjf^_i(x) M^(x,y)]j (dx)vi (dy) 
= jjfn_i(x) (x,y)y(dy)y(dx) ^  v 
(4.1.13) 
fn_i (x)w(dx) 
> v^jf^_2(x)y (dx) > v^ fg (x) y (dx) > 0 . 
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The last inequality follows since f^ is a starting function. 
Likewise, 
|f^(y)y(dy) = jf^,^ (x) (x,y)u (dx)y (dy) 
£ Ajjf^_j^ (x)u (dx) y (dy) = Ay (S) (x) u(dx) (4.1.14) 
< [Ay(s)]^jf^_2 (x)y(dx) ... < [Ay (S) l^jf^ (x) y (dx) <". 
Inequality (4.1.9) follows from (4.1.13) since 
M^(x,y)y(dx) 
V  j  f^_2^(x) y (dx) 
. A |Vl , 
—  V f  V  
J f^_j^(x)y(dx) 
(c) Since T^^y) is a bounded measurable function 
defined on a finite measure space, we know (y) is 
integrable, hence 
^ (x) M^(x,y)y (dx)y (dy) 
^ Ajjw^(x)y(dx)y(dy) = Ay(S) j¥^(x)y(dx) . 
Therefore, £ Ay ( s) . Similarly, using (4.1.2), 
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Xn|*l'n(y)u (dy) = (x)M^ (x,y) u (dy)u (dx) 
= jv^tx) M^(x,S)y(dx) ^  v j 'i'^(x)y(dx) . 
Therefore, X > v > 0 . 
n 
(d) and (e). These are trivial using (4.1.10). [] 
Definition 4.1.1: A sequence of non-negative kernels 
{M^} will be called pointwise weakly ergodic if for each 
pair of starting functions fg and g^ there exist 
sequences of positive constants k(fg,m,n) and (k(g^,m,n) 
such that for all m. 
Note that throughout this chapter none of the proofs 
in any way depend on the choice of m. Hence from this 
point on, we will proceed, without loss of generality, with 
m=l. Also throu^out this chapter we take k(fQ,l,n) 
= f^(y)n(dy). Hence we always have 
Finally, with this convention and in view of (4.1.8), it 
uniformly in y, while 
f * (y)  = f^(y)/k(fQ,l,n) = f^(y)/Jf^(y)u(dy) . 
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follows that the norming constants are positive and that 
|fj(y)y(dy) = 1 0. 
In order to summarize the necessary assumptions for the 
theorems to follow, we will define various conditions. 
Condition W is the first. 
Condition W; A sequence of kernels satis^ing (4.1.1), 
(4.1.2), (4.1.3), (4.1.4), and (4.1.5) will be said to satisfy 
Condition W. 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for 
pointwise weak ergodicity. We point out here that the tech­
niques used in proving this and subsequent theorems in this 
chapter are those used by Conn. 
Theorem 4.1.1; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition W. If 
jI(x)-*^+1(x)IW(dx) ^ 0, 
then there exists a sequence of functions {q^ (%) } inde­
pendent of fgCx), such that | f* (x)-q^(x) | ^ 0 uniformly 
in X and fg. 
In order to prove this theorem, we will first need to 
prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1.2; Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1.1, 
for cill k, the following holds uniformly in y. 
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M 
'n+l,n+k'*'y>Wy' 
n+k 
n X 
n+l ' Vk 
- Pn+l.n+k'*'?) U (dx) 
n 
Proof: We proceed by induction. When k=l, the result 
trivial since by (3.1.3) the integrand is zero. 
Now assume the result is true for k, and consider 
1 »n+l,n+k+l(*'y' *n+k+l n+k+1 
n 
n+l H *n+k+l"" 
- Pn+l.n+k+l'X'?) y (dx) 
= 111 '"n+l.n+k'*':) "n+k-n'^'^' Vk-n'^' n+k 
n X. 
n+l 
n+k+1 *n+k+l'^' *n+k+l'*' 
- Vl,n+k<*'^'Vk+l<^'y'f y (dx) 
=ii/rH n+l,n+k (x,z) n+k 
n X. 
n+l • 
'Vk+i'*' 
Vk<^' 
VhT^ 
^ i"n+l.n+k'=':) Vk'" 
' Vk<"' \ 
nîl 
" ^n+l.n+k^X'Z) • Pn+k+l(:'y)"(d:' y (dx) 
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n+l,n+k (x, 2 )  
n+k 
n X. 
n+1 
Vk+1 
wi U (dz) y (dx) 
+ A" 
Mn+l.g+k'*':) Vk''' 
n+k 
n X. 
n+1 ^ 
^n+l,n+k'*'^' U (dz) U (dx) 
(4.1.15) 
where A' = AB/\^ and the inequality follows from (4.1.12). 
Considering the first term of (4.1.15) and using bounds 
(4.1.7) and (4.1.10), we find 
1st term < 
A'Ak%(s)k-l IJ *n+k+l(z' Vk+l'=" u(dz)u(dx) . 
(4.1.16) 
Using the bounds in (4.1.3) the integrand in (4.1.16) can be 
expressed as follows, using j = n+k 
I $ ^ ^ 2 ( z ) I  
j+l^x) ~ *j(x)I 
$ . , (z) $ . (x) . (z) $ . (x)+$. (z) $ . (x) -0 . (z) $ . , (x) 
J ] J 4—t ri( J 3 ili $ (X) $ . (X) j+1 
1$. ,(z)-*.(z)| $.(z) 
- $j+i(x) 0j(x)*j^^(x) ' ^ j j+1 ' 
-  *]+!(  = ) - * ] (=)  I  +  B |^j(x)-$j_^2(x) 1. 
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Using this inequality in (4.1.16), we get 
II $j(z) *j+l(x) " (X) U (dz) la(dx) 
B 
? 
M ( S )  I  (x)-$j+^(x) W (dx) 
which tends to zero by the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.1. 
Now consider the second term of (4.1.15) and note 
that the integrand is bounded independently of n. Also the 
space S is of finite measure, hence 
n+k 
n X. 
n+1 ^ 
$ 
n+k 
U (dx) u (dz) 
tends to zero by the bounded convergence theorem and the 
induction hypothesis. [] 
Lemma 4.1.3: Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1.1, 
given e>0, there exists a sequence of functions {t^ (y) } 
such that for all n ^ N(e), i f* (y)-t^ (y) j < e, 
independently of the choice of fg or y. 
Proof; Define s^Xy) = sup ^^^(x,y). Since 
P^(x,y) is bounded for all n by Corollary 2.2.3 
can be applied, so that given y>0, for k^N(Y) , 
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S n (y) - P n + l , n + k ^  ^  ^  '  (4.1.17) 
Now define 
r|J(y) = s%^y)/*a+k(y) and = 1 r^(y)^ (dy) 
We will show that for suitable kg, the appropriate 
sequence of functions {t^(y)} can be defined by 
kg k 
tn+k/y)  = <y) /V • 
So consider, for any k, 
n 
(4.1.18) 
If we let ($,f) = |$(x) f (x)iJ (dx) , then (4.1.18) is 
less than or equal to 
%+k(y) - -ïTŒ 
n ) p" /•© .f •> 
"i "n ^-n+k'"n' 
fn+k(y) rk(y) 
n+k , ^ 
f 
1 ^n+k(y)  1 -
Jf^^j^(y)y(dy) 
n+k . 
h •'n'Vk.^n' 
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fn+k'y)  'n'y)  
n+k y 
n : l  
n 
(4.1.19) 
Now if we let 
AjjCy) n+k , 
n 
then (4.1.19) becomes 
sup fj+3^(y)| A^(y)|i(dy)l + |a^ (y) 1 
n n 
(4.1.20) 
If we can show that |A^(y)| can be made small, then 
it will be easy to show that the first term can also be made 
If 
small. We first find lower bounds for R and (0 ,f*): 
n n+K m 
^n ^  j [Sn(y) /$n+k(y) ]u(dy)  1  g- j s j^(y)u(dy) 
= I Pn+l,n+k(='y)%(dy) 1 ij^n+l,n+k ^ ^0^ 
= 1 
B 
where is any point in S, 
( $ .  
n+k = j*n+k(y'fn(y)w(dy) 
(y)y(dy) = b. 
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fn+k<y' 
«! î<Vk'^î '  
B 
b 
W'y'  
n+k f 
r-
(y)y(dy) 
B 
jfn(%'"n+l,n+k(*'y'w'dx) 
n+k r 
n X. f (y)y(dy) 
n+1 J 
I '  
- !Zn(y)*n+k(*) f*(x)y(dx) 
IH 
(x) 
n X. 
n+1 
y (dx) 
g sup f* 
x 
»(x) j  "n+1.n+k ('"'y) ^n'y'Vk"" 
n+k 
n X. 
n+1 
*n+k(y '  y (dx) 
S-7'î"Ife^ "n+1.n+k'"-y'Wy n+k 
n+1 
- sj^(y) y (dx) 
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-  ^  ( * )  
"n+l.n+k(*'y)*n+k(y) 
n+k 
A *"+k"" 
Pn+l.n+k'*'?) + Fn+l,n+k(*'y) ' =«(?' y (dx) 
Applying Equation (4.1.9), this can be written 
1 Vk'y'  n+k 
nîl 'n+k':" 
- Pn+l,n+k(*'y) U (dx) 
+ J|Pn+l,n+k(*'y'-Sn(y) 
Now, according to (4.1.17) 
U (dx) 
:Sa (y)-Pn+l,n+k(X'y: l  <  '  
Ir Co. -^-V» WN at 
kn-l 
A'6 y(S) < Y, then 
I ^n+l,n+kQ (y)lw(dx) < A'ô y{S) < y 
Also, from Lemma 4.1.2, given kg, there exists N=N(kQ,Y) 
such that n>N(k_,Y) implies 
II 
"n+l,n+k.(='y' Vk 
Hence 
n+k 
nil 
- Pn+l.n+ko'*'?) n(dx) < Y» 
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k 2 |A °(y)l < (Y+Y) = C,Y 
 ^ ~ h^ v 
where = 2B^A/(b^v). 
f k-
Next consider | (y)u(dy)| , for n>N(kQ,Y) 
1|a^° (y)  y (dy) I  <. |lA^°(y)|u(dy) £ Cj^YU(S) . 
Consequently for n>N(kQ,Y)f it follows from (4.1.20) 
that 
k k 
1 I CiW(S)Y+CiY = CjY, 
where ^2 ~ v c^pfsy+c^. 
Finally, if e is given and if y is chosen to be 
kg k 
E/Cg, then if t^^^ (y) = r^ if n>N(kQ,Y), 
using Lemma 4.1.3, it is an easy matter to prove 
Theorem 4.1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.1; Let {e^} be a sequence of 
constants decreasing to zero. From Lemma 4.1.3, there are (in­
creasing) sequences {k^} and {N(k^,e.)} and sequences of func-
mf ^ w* 
tions such that n^N^ = N(kj,Ej) implies 
(y) - t i i i  (y)  I  <  E. .  
j ** • ** j 
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Define the sequence (y)} as follows: 
or any arbitrary function, for 
n—112,•* # 
n = Nj+kj+1/... / • • •
By construction, the sequence {q^(y)} satisfies the con­
clusion of Theorem 4.1.1. [] 
It is clear that as a result of Theorem 4.1.1, kernels 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1.1 will be pointwise 
weakly ergodic in the sense of Definition 4.1.1. 
Note that if the sequence of kernels under consideration 
is stochastic, then $^(x) =1 is a positive bounded right 
e i g e n f u n c t i o n  f o r  a l l  n ,  h e n c e  J | ( x ) ( x ) | y ( d x )  =  
0. Also |m^(x,y)y((ty) = 1 for all n iitçlies that condi­
tion (4.1.2) is satisfied. Hence, to apply Theorem 4.1.1, 
only conditions (4.1.1) and (4.1.5) need be verified. 
In this section we give sufficient conditions for strongly 
ergodic behavior in the pointwise sense as described in the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.2.1; A sequence of non-negative kernels 
will be called pointwise strongly ergodic if there exists a 
function q(y) and sequences of constants k(fQ,m,n) such 
B. Strong Ergodicity 
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that for all m. 
sup If* (y)-q(y)| 0 uniformly in y f in^n. 
=0 
where 
Jq(y)y(dy) > 0 . 
As indicated after Definition 4.1.1, the proofs given 
in this chapter allow m to be taken to be 1 and 
We first prove some results relating to pointwise 
weak ergodicity and from these results we will be able to • 
obtain sufficient conditions for pointwise strong ergodicity. 
In Equation (1.1.2) we defined kernel superpositions and 
introduced the notation ^ (x,y) to mean the super­
position of kernels M M . vfe now extend the no-
m mri n 
tation so that if m>n, then M „ will mean the super-
m.n 
position of kernels M, , M, . We will use this nota-
m m—1 n 
tion in this section. 
When positive left eigenfmotions exist for a non-
negative kernel, we will define 
R(x,y) = Y(x)M(x,y)/XY(y) . 
In this notation, Q(x,y) defined in (3.1.4) would be 
R{y,x). Further, considering superpositions, it is clear 
that 
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In the proof of Lemma 4.1.1, we stated that is 
integrable. Without loss of generality, we can take the 
version of which integrates to 1, i.e., we will 
assume 
(y)y(dy) = 1. 
We now summarize the assumptions necessary for the 
theorems to follow as Condition S. We then give some lemmas 
which will be used in proving Theorem 4.2.1. 
Condition S; A sequence of kernels satisfying (4.1.1), 
(4.1.2), *(4.1.4), and (4.1.6) will be said to satisfy 
Condition S. 
Lemma 4.2.1; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition S. If 
j|Y^(x)-W^+^(x)|p(dx) " 0 , 
then for every k, the following holds uniformly in y. 
I "n+l.n+k'X'?) ?*+%(%) n+k " U(dx) ^  0 . 
Proof: The proof follows exactly that of Lemma 4.1.2. Q 
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In the next lemma/ we give a bound which will be useful 
in this section. 
Lemma 4.2.2; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition S. If we define 
s j jCx)  =  sup  
then 
®n^*^ -  [dAu (g)]  *  iTTsT ^ 
Proof; We use the bounds (4.1.4) and (4.1.10) to get 
sj^(x) = sup j. . .|Q^^j^(y,Zj^).. .Q^^^(z2/X)u(dzj^).. .U(dz2) 
__ f f •••\+l^*'^2^ ^n+k^^^) 
=  T  J - - J  ^  
n+l 1 
V ^(x) 
y (dZj^ ) .. .u(dz2) 
i sik—j''-j"n+l(*':2)'''"n+k(:k'y'w'd=2) 
n X. y 
n+l 
... u (dz, ) 
k 
d ^ 
i 'DÀFÎsT" Mn+l,n+k(*'y' • 
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In view of this last inequality, it suffices to show 
that sup Mn+i,n+k(x,y) 1 ?%/%($). Consider Mn+i,„+k(x.S) . 
Using Fubini's theorem and (4.1.2), we get 
"n+l,n+k<*'®' = j"n+l,n+k(X'=)"(az) 
= jK+l,n+k-l'=''y> Mn+k(y-2>w(<3y)u(az) 
= "n+k(y':)w(4z)%(ay) 
= / "n+l.n+k-l'*'?' M^+k<y'S)u(aY) 
i TjMn+l,n+k-l(X'y)w(dy) 
i v2jMn+i,n+t_2'*'y'w(dy)... > v''. 
k Now, since ^^^(x,S) ^  v , it must be that 
"n+l.n+k'X'y'^ZTsr ' if n°t. then stp (x 
< V /u ( S), which means 
"n+l,n+k<=''®' = j"n+l,n+k(X'y)"(3y) 
-  * n + i , n + k ^  ^  
which is a contradiction. [] 
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Theorem 4.2.1: Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition S. If |( (x)(x) | y(dx) ^  0, then 
If* (x)- ^ n 1  ^  0  u n i f o r m l y .  
Proof; Define 
tj5(x) = sJj(x)fn(x)/H'n^k^^î and = |t|^ (x) u (dx) . 
Then 
f_ .T_ (x) f . (x) 
If2^.(x)-T^^(x)| = |f^^i,(x) - -r§-^ + n+k n+k ' ' n+k n+k , n+k ^ 
- ?*+%(=) I 
%+k(*) 
f3+k(*'jfn+k<*'w(4*) 
n+ic T 
nîl 'i 
fn+k'x' 
n+k 
n 
n+l 
Vk<=' 
< sup f«+k(x) i|Aj^<x)u(Sx) 1 + iA^(x)! (4.2.3) 
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k fn+k(x) 
where A (x) = +k * ^ote that here we u^e 
A < 
the fact that Y . (x) integrates to 1. As in the proof 
k 
of Theorem 4.1.1, we will show that for some k^, |a^ (x)| 
will be small for n sufficiently large. Now by Lemma 4.2.2, 
k fs  (y)f* (y)  1 f  V 
J 1 h js^y)f*(y)u(dy) 
- ^DAUTS)^ U(S)D ^DAU(S)^ /y(S)D _ c^, 
We use this inequality in the following 
|A^(x) I = 
jf^(y)w(dy)Tj^ tJJ jf^(y)M(dy) 
n+k f 
n:l 'i I'" 
(y)y(dy) 
n+k ' 
< L  
— c. 
^h+k(*) 
n+k f 
n X. )f_(y)p(dy) 
n+l ^ i ^ 
- 1  Y n+k 
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1_ 
c. 1 n+k 
n X. 
n+l 1 
y (dy) 
- 1  U (dy) 
1_ 
Ci 
Vk<='> /"n+l.n+k'y'X'Tn+k'y)  
J'"'"' ViT^ "tk' 
\ j, \ Vk<-' 
- s^(y) I y(dy) (4.2.4) 
Using inequalities (4.1.4) and (4.1.9), we can say that 
(4.2.4) is less them or equal to 
AD [ 
dVCj^ J 
"ntl.n-fk'y '=" Vk'y '  
n+k - s^(y) y (dy) 
— dvc 
AD wy . 
V ' T 
n+l 
\ Vk<=" 
O i\T V\ 
"n+l,n+k'J ' ' y (dy) 
+ jl*n+l,n+k'y'X'-Sn(y)l"(dy) (4.2.5) 
Now, in view of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), the second term of 
(4.2.5) is 
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|l°n+k,n4.1<*'y> - On+k.n+l(*'y'lw(dy) . 
Using the bound A*=AD/vd from (4.1.11) and using 
Corollary 2.2.3, we know that given Y>0, there exists 
such that 
lGn+ko,n+l(*'y' - =•« Qn+ko,n+l<*'?'! ^  
Then for every x. 
1' Vkp,n+l<*'y' - Qn+ko,n+l(*'y'lw<dy)<a'6 " U(S)<Y 
(4.2.6) 
By Lemma 4.2.1, given kg and y, there exists some 
N=N(kQ,Y), such that for all n>N, 
I "n+l.n+ko'y'*) Vk/i" n+ko - «n+l.n+ko'y'X) u(dy) < Y 
(4.2.7) 
Combining (4.2.6) and (4.2.7), we have that for 
n>N(k^,Y) , 
i^n I — 2YAD/dc^v = c^Y 
and 
f k r k_ 
ijÀ^ (x)p(dx)i < j (x) iu(dx) ^ CgYkvS), 
where Cg = 2AD/dc^v . 
Finally, in view of (4.2.3), defining c^ = ^ 2 ^v w(S)+l)f 
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we can say that given g<0, choose y <  e/cg . Then there 
exists kg cuid NCk^/c) such that if n>N(kQ,e), then 
I <*' -^n+ko 1 I jV (ax) I +1 A„° (X) I 
< ^  [CgYUtS)] + CgY = CgY < E. • 
Note that in this proof, kg and N(k^,e) are chosen 
independently of f^ and x. 
In view of the fact that y(S)<«', the following 
corollary can be given. 
Corollary 4.2.1: Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of 
kernels satisfying Condition S. If for each x, 
l^n(*)~*n+l(*)l " (4.2.8) 
then for every starting function fg, 
j  f *  ( x ) ( x )  1  5  0  u n i f o r m l y .  
Proof I The pointwise condition (4.2.8) and the fact 
that is bounded allows the bounded convergence theorem 
to be applied so that j|w^(x)-Y^^^(x)|u(dx) 5 o.  [ ]  
We can now state the following theorem giving sufficient 
conditions for pointwise strongly ergodic behavior. 
Theorem 4.2.2; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition S. If the sequence of left 
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ei gen fun et ions converges uniformly to W(x), say, 
then {M^} is pointwise strongly ergodic. 
Proof; Corollary 4.2.1 holds, so consider 
|f*(x)-Y(x)| < lfj(x)-1'^{x) I + |Y^(x)-W(x)|. 
The first term goes to zero at a rate independent of the 
choice of f^, and the second term goes to zero, uniformly 
in X by assumption. D 
Now, in view of Corollary 4.2.1, under Condition S, 
it is true that 
^ 0 ^ ^ 0 • (4.2.9) 
We can show that under conditions similar to Condition S, 
the converse of (4.2.9) also holds. 
Condition T: A sequence of kernels satisfying Condition 
S and such that the eigenvalue X^, corresponding to eigen-
functions Y^(x) and $_(y), is simple and such that &^(y) 
^b>0 is integrable will be said to satisfy Condition T. 
Note that by a simple eigenvalue we mean one for which 
there are unique left and right eigenfunctions, up to 
constant multiples. Also, if 0^(y) is integrable, so is 
so we can assume that 
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We remarked earlier in this chapter that the conditions 
we irrpose are weaker than those imposed by Conn. The explicit 
requirement that be simple is satisfied, according to 
Harris (1963), for all primitive kernels, hence this require­
ment would be satisfied under Conn's conditions, and in 
fact would be met for a larger class of kernels. 
Lemma 4.2.3; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition T. For a given starting function fg, 
define 
If 
then for all k 
|f*(y)-p^ f* (x)t^(x,y)y(dx) 1 5 0 , 
uniformly in y. 
Proof: We first show that P is bounded by positive 
n 
constants. From Equations (4.1.13) and (4.1.14), 
(y)u{dy) < Ap(S) f 
hence 
Ap(s) — ^ n — V (4.2.10) 
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Now proceed by induction. When k = 1, 
I f*(y)-pj^|f*(x)M^(x,y)y(dx) | 
rfn-l(x)M (x,y) f I 
= —7 y(dx) - p f*(x)M (x,y)y(dx) 
J jf^(y)y(dy) nj n n | 
= |j[f*_^(x)-f*(x)]M^(x,y)y(dx)| 
< Ap f|f* , (x)-f*(x) ly (dx) 
— n; n—1 n 
This last expression tends to zero by the hypothesis. This 
clearly goes to zero uniformly in y since the last 
expression is independent of y. 
Now assume that the result holds for k and show that 
it holds for k+1. 
i (x,y)y(dx) -f* (y) | 
= I P^ jpJ^f*{x)|î^(x,z)M^(z,y)y (dz)y Cdx) 
- Pj^|f*_i(z)M^(z,y)y (dz) 1 
= Ip^j [jpJ^f*(x)f^(x,z)y(dx)-f*^_^(z)]M^(z,y)y(dz) | 
-f*_l(z)]M^(z,y)y(dz)] 
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< — 
— v 
IlfPn^n(*)M^(x,z)P(dx)-f*(z) |w(dz) 
+ |f*(z)-f*_j^(z) |u(dz) (4.2.11) 
By the induction hypothesis, the integrand of the first 
term of (4.2.11) goes to zero uniformly in z. Since the 
space is of finite measure, the first term goes to zero. The 
second term of (4.2.11) goes to zero by the hypothesis of 
the lemma. Hence the expression (4.2,11) goes to zero with 
n independently of the choice of y. [] 
In Chapter I, we stated the result (1.2.1) of Harris 
which holds for primitive kernels. The next lemma gives the 
same result under different conditions. We do not require 
primitivity, but we do require the kernel to be bounded and 
for the transformed kernel Q to have positive a(Q). All 
of the other conditions we require are inplied by primitivity. 
Note that in this lemma we consider the stationary case. 
Lemma 4.2.4: Let M{x,y) be a kernel which satisfies 
Condition T. Then 
X' 
where A' = DA/dv and 0 < 6 < 1. 
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Proof; We first comment that it is not necessary for 
1>(x) to be bounded, only that it be integrable. As indi­
cated earlier, this allows $ and Y to be chosen in such 
a way that 
$ (x) ¥ (x) u (dx) = 1. 
From (4.1.11) Q(x,y) is bounded by A ' = DA/dv. By 
assumption (4.1.6), 6(Q) = 6 < 1, that is, a(Q) > 0. Hence 
we can apply corollaries 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 and say that 
sup Q^(x,y) - inf Q^(x,y) ^  A'ô^ ^  
X X 
k k 
and that there exists q(y) = lim sup Q (x,y) = lim inf Q (x,y) 
k-H» X k-»-® X 
which is a left eigenfunction of Q(x,y) corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 1. We also know that q(y) integrates to 
1, since if stochastic kernels converge, they converge to 
a constant stochastic kernel. 
As part of the hypothesis, we have that 0(x) is a 
right eigenfunction corresponding to the simple eigenvalue X. 
However, we now show that q(x)/W(x) is also a right eigen­
function for the same eigenvalue. 
fM(x,y) a^w(dy) = Mdy) 
= *730" jg(y)Q(y'X)w(4y) . 
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Now, since X was assumed to be simple, it must be that 
$(x) = cq(x)/4!{x) 
i.e., cq(x) = @(x)Y(x). However, since both q(x) and 
$(x)Y(x) integrate to 1, c must be 1, hence 
q(x) = *(x)Y(x) . 
It is easy to see that Q^(y,x) = Y(x)M^(x,y)/X^T(y) 
From Corollary 2.2.3, |0^(y,x)-q(x)| £ A'ô^ hence 
¥ (x)M^ (x,y) 
(y)  
$ (x) T (x) 
= Y(x) 
fWT 
(x,y) _ $ (x) y (y) 
and so 
^(x,y) 
*(x)Y(y) < A'5 < A'sk-l < OA: «k-1 _ Q 
We note that if the conditions of Lemma 4.2.4 are changed 
so that the transformed Q is required to be a-primitive 
rather than being required to have positive a, then it is 
still true that 
! Ik 
I— - $(x)^(y) I + 0. 
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Theorem 4.2.3; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition T. For a given starting function fq, 
if j|f*(y)-f3^i(y)|w(dy) then | f* (y)1^0 uniformly. 
Proof: 
f j (y)  -
fj(y) fj(y) 
-ï„(y) 
£ sup f * (y)  I -
fj(y) 
- T.(y) 
n 
(4.2.12) 
Then since we chose Y^^y) to integrate to 1, if we define 
A|^(y) = f j (y) 
"=n^n> 
- f^(y) , 
it follows that (4.2.12) can be written as 
sup 
y 
P f* (y) i fAj^(y) u(dy) ! + !A|f(y)| . 
We will show that for some k_ and n sufficiently large, 
k, " 
A^9y)I can be made small. 
n n' 
f* (y) 
n 
y) u(dx) 
n 
(4.2.13) 
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jf*(x)t^(x,y)y(dx) 
(x) fj(x) y (dx) 
n 
We now consider the various components of (4.2.13) 
First, ^ b, since 
(* ,f*) = [$ (x)f*(x)u(dx) > b [f*(x)vi(dx) = b. 
nn j n n — j n 
Also 
! 
f* (x)l>^(x,y)u(dx) 
- I  f* (x) $ (x) W (y) U (dx) n n n 
f,J^(x,y) 
< sup f*(x) $ (x)r (y) ly(dx) . (4.2.14) 
X n J n n 
From Equation (4.2.14) and Lemma 4.2.4, given y>0, there 
exists kg, such that for all n, 
k„ 
\ (x,y) 
k„- -*n(x)Tn(y) < a A'S 0 < . 
Hence (4.2.14) is less than 
I lisïïrsri""^' = ^ • 
Using the bounds in (4.2.10) for p^, the bounds for 
and Lemma 4.2.3, we know that for kg fixed and y>0 given, 
there exists an N(kQ,Y) such that for n^N, 
k_ c k. k |fn(y)-Pn j (x)M^ (x,y)y(dx)! < [vAy(S)] y . 
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Hence 
k. 
f*(y) M^O(x,y);(dx) 
= Ii%(y)-Pn° M|^°(x,y)u(dx) 
(Pn^n) ' 
< tvAu(S)] Qy , ^ , 
Now, using the above inequalities and choosing y = ^  , 
we have that for n^N(kQ,Y) 
|An°(yl| < (t tf.) (T+Y) 1 5^ = c- (4.2.15) 
-"n-n-
Since (4.2.15) is independent of y, it is true that 
1|a^° (y)vi (dy) I < j|A^° (y) |y(dy) _< ey(S). 
Using (4.2.15) in Equation (4.2.12), we find for 
n>N(kQ,Y)/ 
k_ k. I fj(y)-^n^y^ I 1 sup fj(y) I Ja^° (y)y (dy) I + (y) 
< A eu(S) + e = [Alipi + l]e . Q 
We now state a corollary which is essentially the con­
verse of (4.2.9). 
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Corollary 4.2.2; If Condition T holds for {M^(x,y)} 
and if for some starting function fg/ |f*(y)-f*+2(y)| ^  0, 
then |Y^^y)-Y^+i(y)| ^  0 uniformly. 
Proof; We know from Equation (4.1.9) that f* (y) is 
bounded, hence applying the bounded convergence theorem, 
J I f* (y)-f*^^ (y ) I y (dy ) tends to zero. Thus Theorem 4.2.3 
can be applied, so we know | f* (y)(y ) 1 0. Hence 
+ I <y'"^J+i<y'I 
Since each of these terms goes to zero, the result follows. [] 
The hypotheses of Corollary 4.2.2 require that for some 
fg (y) , |f:*(y)-f*+2(y)| ^ o. it is easy to see that if this 
condition does hold for some starting function, then it will 
hold for all starting functions fg (y). This follows from 
Corollary 4.2.2 and (4.2.9); 
We can summarize these results by saying that under 
Condition T, ^ 0 if and only if 
I  (y )  (y)  I  ^ 0 for all starting functions fgCy). 
Further either condition implies 1  f* ( y ) ( y )  | " 0 uniformly. 
Hence the sequence {(x,y ) } is pointwise strongly ergodic 
if and only if {H'^(y)} converges uniformly. 
In the next section, we find conditions which will 
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guarantee coavergence of to zero. 
C. Convergence Theorems for Eigenvalues 
and Eigenfunctions 
In this section we irtpose conditions which# although 
rather stringent, are weaker than those iitposed by Conn. 
For a given kernel M(x,y), the dominant eigenvalue or 
dominant root is defined to be the eigenvalue which is sinqple, 
positive, cind larger in absolute value than any other eigen­
value. Harris (196 3) shows that if a kernel is primitive, 
it will possess a dominant root. From Frobenius's theorem 
(see, for exanple, Gantmacher (1959)), it is clear that non-
negativity by itself is not sufficient to guarantee the 
existence of a dominant root. Since we wish to use a charac­
terization of dominant roots given by Harris for primitive 
kernels, one of the assionptions in this section will be 
primitivity. 
Condition C; A sequence of kernels satisfying Condition 
T and for which each kernel is primitive will be said to 
satisfy Condition C. 
Note that Condition C is stronger than Condition T. 
Also, although primitivity implies the existence of positive 
bounds on the left eigenfunctions Y^(y) corresponding to 
the dominant root condition (4.1.4) inposes the 
additional restriction that there exist bounds which work 
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for all n. 
Theorem 4.3.1; Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition C. If ||m^ (x,y)-M^^^ (x,y) |u (dx) -»• 0 
I  I  ^  
uniformly in y, then l^n~^n+l' ^  
Proof; Harris (1964) gives the following characteri­
zation for the dominant root for primitive kernels. Let 
= {A/>0; there exists a bounded, non-negative function 
f(x) such that jf(x)M^(x,y)u(dx) ^  X^f(y), but 
|f (x)M^ (x,y)ij (dx) % 
Then = l.u.b. {S }. 
n n 
Let E>0 be given. We will show that for n sufficient­
ly large, and (X^-e)e If this is true, 
i-e., |Xn-Xn+il < 
Choose Y<de. Then for all n, (y) ^ed>Y. Now since 
j|M^(x,y)-M^^^(x,y)|u(dx) ^  0, there exists N=N(y) 
such that if n>N(y ), then for every y, 
iM^(X/y)-M^_i_^(x,y) ly (dx) < y/D. 
Then 
I(x)M^(x,y)u(dxi-fy (x)M ^  (x,y)y(dx)| 
J »» • ^ — • J - — ~ 2 i  «a 
_< Dj|M^(x,y)-M^+^(x,y)|y(dx) < y. 
Therefore, 
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(x)M^(x,y)u(ax) ^ jT^+^(x)M^+^(x,y)w(ax) - y 
= ^n+iVi 'y>-  Wn+i 'y ' -^Vi 'y '  
= (^n+l-slTn+i(y) 
Since is a bounded non-negative function 
and 
jVn+l'x'Mn (4*) 1 ' 
it follows that (X^_^^-e)e . 
Likewise considering 
I  (x)M^ (x,y) u (dx) - | ï^(x)M^_^^(x,y)y (dx) I  
it is easy to show that for n>N^Y), (X^-e)e ^n+l' which 
is what we needed to show. Q 
The following lemma will be useful in proving Theorem 
4.3.2. 
Lemma 4.3.1: Let {M^(x,y)} be a sequence of kernels 
satisfying Condition C and such that 
j|M^(x,y)-M^^^(x,y)|u(dx) ^  0 
uniformly in y. Then for all k, the following holds 
uniformly in y. 
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nr-— 
'n+l 
n 
y(dx) -+ 0. 
Proof; For notational convenience, define 
K^^(x,y) = (X 'y)/^n 
The proof follows by induction. Let k=l, then 
U (dx) 1 M^(x,y) Mn+i(X'y) n n+1 
= 11 M^(x,y) M^(x,y) M^(x,y) — + — \ 
n n+1 n+1 n+1 
U (dx) 
1 jM^(x,y) Ir -
' n n+1 
+ j|Mn(x,y)-M^+^(x,y)|u(dx) 
(4.3.1) 
Consider the first term of (4.3.1). By Theorem 4.3.1, 
-»• 0 and, from (4.1.10), 0<v<^X^, hence the first 
term goes to zero. The second term goes to zero by the 
hypothesis. 
Now assume that the result holds for k and show that 
it holds for k+1. 
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(x,y)-Kk+l(x,y) |y(dx) 
= | l |  [K^(x,z)K^(z,y)-K^^^(x,z)K^+^(z,y) ]p(dz) | u(dx) 
<_ 11 |K^(x,z)K^(z,y)-K^(x,z)K^^^(z,y) |u(dz)p(dx) 
+  j ||K^(x,z)K^+^(z,y)-Kk+^(x,z)K^^^(z,y) | u(dz) u(dx) 
(4.3.2) 
Now since I^(x,z) is bounded (Equation (4.1.7)), the first 
term of (4.3.2) is less than or equal to 
[A^U(S)^~Vv^] I |K^(z,y)-K^+^(z,y) |u(dz)ii (dx) 
= [Au(S)/v]^|lK^(z,y)-K^_^^(2,y) |u(dz) , 
and this last integral was shown to tend to zero. Further, 
applying the bounded convergence theorem and the induction 
hypothesis, the second term of (4.3.2) also tends to zero. Q 
Lemma 4.3.2; Under the conditions of Lemma 4.3.1, 
l'i'j^(y)-|l'jj(x)Kjj^^(x,y)y(dx) 1 ^ 0 uniformly in y 
for every k. 
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Proof; Since Y^(y) = (x)M^ (x,y)/A^ii (dx) , it 
follows that 
1'n (x)m|^ {x,y)/x|^Vi (dx) = (x)k|^ (x,y)ii (dx) , 
for every k. Hence for every y 
'*^n (x)Kn+l (X'YÏwfdx) | 
= ||'l'j^(x) [I^(x,y)-Kj^^^(x,y) ]y (dx) I 
< D||K^(x,y)-K^+^(x,y)lu(dx) 
which tends to zero by Lemma 4.3.1. [] 
Theorem 4.3.2; If {M^(x,y)} is a sequence of kernels 
n 
satisfying Condition C and if j|M^(x,y)-M^^^(x,y)|u(dx) -»• 0 
uniformly in y, then |Y^(y)-Y^^^(y)| •* 0 uniformly in y. 
Proof; l^n(y)"^n+l(y)l 
1 |Tn(y)-(?n'*n+l)Vn+l (y)l 
Let 
A„(y) = ïnCyj-Cn-Vl'Vl'y» 
Since Y^(y) integrates to 1, we can write 
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- I Ah (y) I + jA^(y);(dy) | . 
Since Y^(y) and (y) are bounded, it suffices to show 
that |A^ (y) | 5 o.  
So let e>0 be given. 
|A^(y) I  = |Vn (y)-(Vn,#n+l)*n+l(y)l 
+ |jY^(x)K^+^(x,y)%(dx) 
1 l'l'j^(y)- 'l'^(x)Kj^^j^(x,y)u(dx) 1 
+ ojl(X'y)-*n+l (*)Tn+l(y)|w(dx). 
We remarked earlier that Condition C is stronger than 
Condition T. and so Lemma 4.2.4 can be applied, hence 
< 5. a'6k-i 
a 
(X'Y) 
n+1 
T - *n+l(=)*n+i 
n+1 
Therefore it is possible to choose kg large enough 
so that 
a 
In this case, 
< e/[2y(S)D] . 
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^ . 
D [ y  (dx )  <  e / 2 .  
Finally Lemma 4.3.2 can be applied, so given , there 
exists N=N(kQ,e) such that for n>N, 
Hence for n^N(kQ,e), lA^(y)| < e. Q 
It is possible to show, by arguments like those given 
in this section, that if and Mq are kernels satisfying 
Condition C and if 
uniformly in y, then and (y(y) uniformly. 
Hence, in view of Theorem 4.2.2, Equation (4.3.3) is sufficient 
for pointwise strong ergodicity. 
We note that if and are two sequences of 
kernels satisfying Condition C and if 
f, , n j I IX;y} (x ;y ) i y (dx) 0 
uniformly in y, then results analogous to those given in 
this section can be obtained. 
Finally, note that conditions analogous to those given in 
Theorem 4,3,2 can be given which guarantee that 
|$^(x)-#^^^(x)| 5 0 uniformly. 
<  e /2 .  
(4.3.3) 
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V. APPLICATIONS TO STATISTICS 
A. Sequential Probability Ratio Tests 
We will discuss sequential probability ratio tests 
(SPRT's) from the point of view of random walks with 
absorbing barriers. Hence we will begin this section with 
a brief discussion of such random walks. 
An example of a random walk with absorbing barriers is 
provided by the well-known "gambler's ruin" problem (see, 
for example Feller (1968) or Parzen (1962)). In this problem, 
the gambler, playing against an infinitely rich opponent, 
wins or loses one dollar with probability p or q=l-p 
respectively. The game terminates when the gambler's fortune 
is zero. Another version of the problem has the gambler 
playing against a finitely rich opponent and the game also 
stops if the gambler wins all of his opponent's money, say 
when his fortune reaches F dollars. The states 0 and F 
are called absorbing states and the transition matrix 
describing such a chain is given by 
0 12 3. . . F-2 F-1 F 
. . .  0  0  
0 0 
0 0 
F - 1 . 0 0 0 0  
F \ 0 0 0 0 
q 0 p 
0 0 
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If an initial probability distribution fg over the 
states is given, then the probability distribution after n 
trials is given by f^P*. If we are interested in the 
probability distribution over the non-absorbing states, this 
would be given by f* where f^=fQ^ and M is the matrix 
P with the rows and columns corresponding to the absorbing 
states deleted. Of course the long-run behavior of f* could 
be predicted if one could show that the conditions of one 
of the pertinent theorems of Chapter III or IV are satisfied. 
In a simple random walk, the only possible transitions are 
from a state k, say, to one of its immediate neighbors. In a 
generalized random walk, transitions to other states are pos­
sible. Such a walk could arise from the following situation. 
Let {x^} be a sequence of independent discrete random 
variables defined on some probability space. Given 8^=0, say, 
n 
define S = Z X. . If S =k, we say the chain is in state k at 
n 1 n 
time n... The probabilities of transition from state k at 
time n-1 to k+j at time r. are determined by the probabil­
ity distribution of X^. The chain is homogeneous or not de­
pending on whether the X^ are identically distributed or not. 
If the same problem is formulated with being the 
sum of independent continuous random variables, then the 
transitions from "state" x at time n-1 to "state" y at 
time n will still depend on the probability distribution of 
X^. In fact, if h^(t) is the probability density function 
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for X^, then the stochastic kernel is given by 
Pj^(x,y) = h^(y-x) . 
In this case P^(x,y) would be the transition kernel 
for a non-homogeneous Markov chain defined on (S,R,u) with 
S = Reals , R = Lebesgue sets, and y = Lebesgue measure. 
If the real numbers a and b (a<b) are absorbing barriers, 
then 
M^(x,y) = Pj^(x,y) (x,y ) e  (a,b)x(a,b) 
is a kernel defined over the non-absorbing part of the space. 
The probability distribution over the non-absorbing 
region, assuming of course that absorption has not yet taken 
place, is given by 
We now show how the above discussion pertains to SPRT's. 
An SPRT is a method for testing hypotheses when the sample 
size is not fixed in advance, but is determined by the obser­
vations as they appear. The test is a likelihood-ratio 
procedure and a test of H^tfCx) = f^tx) against 
H^:f(x) = f^(x) is performed as follows: Assuming the observa­
tions are independent, define 
•b 
a 
where 
10 3 
n 
1—X 
If 
B < X < A 
n 
continue sampling, if 
\ IB, 
accept H-, and if 
X > A 
n — 
reject H q. The constants A and B are determined by 
the constants a and 6/ the probability of a type I and 
type II error respectively (see for exairple, Wald (1947)). 
An equivalent test can be found by taking logs. In 
this case, continue sampling if 
n f, (x. ) 
In B < Z In ^  \ < In A (5.1.1) 
i=i toi*i' 
and accept or reject depending on whether 
n f. (x. ) n f. (x. ) 
Z In f < In B or Z In . \ > In A. 
i=l i=l 
If we let a = In B, b = In A, and = In [f^(x^)/ÎQ (x^) ] 
then the 2^ are independent if the x^ are (as long as f, 
and fg are Borel functions) and (5.1.1) becomes 
n 
a < Z Z. < b. 
i=l ^ 
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n 
If the Z. are independent then = Z Z. will form 
1 * i=l 1 
a Markov chain with transition kernels determined by the 
densities of the Z., namely P.(x,y) = h„ (y-x) . If the Z. 1 1 6 
are identically distributed, as they are in the type of SPRT 
described above, the corresponding Markov chain will be 
homogeneous. 
Knowledge of the probabiltiy distribution over the non-
absorbing states may be useful in constructing truncation 
rules. A truncation rule is a rule for acceptance or rejection 
of Hq at the trial if the original SPRT procedure 
did not call for a decision by time N. We will not discuss 
truncation rules in this work, but will give some examples 
of tests which lead to random walks such that some theorems 
from Chapter IV will apply. 
We point out that Conn noted the relevance of kernel 
superpositions to SPRT's. However, her attention to posi­
tive kernels excluded the consideration of examples such as 
those given here. 
Example 5.1.1: For the gamma distribution with a known, 
test 
Hg: 6 = Bq against 6 = . 
Assume $2 ^  2g. In terms of a random walk with absorbing 
barriers, we consider Z^ = Inff^fx^l/fgCx^)]. Since 
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£j^(x) r(a+l)gi**l 
r (a+l) $0*1 
= (r—) e , 
^1 
g 
Z = (a+l) In (A - x(^ - I-) for X > 0. 
Bi PQ 
The SPRT then requires that we continue sampling if 
^ ^0 1 1 In B < E [ (a+l)In(s—)-x. (g— - g—)3 < In A. (5.1.2) 
i=l ^1 ^ ^ 1 Go 
Since (i ^) >0/ if we define 
^0 ^1 
a = In B/d/gQ-l/B^) 
b = in A/d/Bo-l/B^) (5.1.3) 
Y = (a+l) (In B^-ln 3q)/(1/6 q-1/3- j^) 
then (5.1.2) becomes 
n 
a  <  Z  ( x . - y ) < h .  
i=l ^ 
If we define = (x^-y), then clearly the are 
independent if the are, and have densities given by 
(t+Y)Ge"(t+Y)/6 t > -Y 
r(a+l)60+l 
h^(t) = \ 
t < -Y . 
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Hence 
i  (y_x+Y)=e-(y-x+Y)/G 
Pjj(x,y) = h^(y-x) = r(a+l)S if y-x > -y 
0 if y-x<-Y. 
With a and b as defined in (5.1.3) we can define a 
kernel 
M(x,y) = P(x,y) for (x,y)e (a,b)x(a,b) . 
This kernel does not necessarily have a positive lower bound, 
since it can be shown that M(x,y) will assume the value 
zero if Y<b-a, or equivalently if (S^/Bq). 
On the other hand/ Condition S is satisfied as can be seen 
as follows. The kernels are continuous, hence they are 
a» e-a 
measurable. An upper bound for M(x,y) is A = p () g ' 
and M(x,S) can be shown to be bounded below by a positive 
number. It is not hard to see that M(x,y) is primitive, 
hence has a left eigenfunction bounded above and below by 
positive numbers. Finally, because of the exponential tail 
of M(x,y) , it is easy to see that, for Q defined by 
(3.1.4), a(Q) > 0. In addition, because of the stationarity 
fb 
. 1 (y) I dy = 0, hence Theorem of this sequence. n J n+1 
a n 
4.2.1. applies, so 1 f* (y)  (y)  1 0. 
Although we know that a positive left eigenfunction 
exists for the kernel of this exanple, it is not easily found. 
In the next example, we can erfiibit the eigenfunction of 
interest. 
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Example 5.1.2; For the negative exponential with B 
known, test 
HqI a = ttg against a = . 
For simplicity assume 6=0 and assume In this case, 
-a,x 
f^(x) ttj^e x(aQ-aj^) 
-OgX 
Hence 
ln[f^ (x)/fQ (x) ] = InCa^/ag) + (aQ-a^)x . 
Since (aQ-a^) >0, if we define 
a = In B/(aQ-a^) 
b = In A/Ca^-CL^) (5.1.4) 
Y = (In ag-ln 
then the SPRT requires that we continue sampling if 
a < Z (x.-y) < b. 
i=l 1 
Again, if = x^-v, then the are independent 
if the are, and the Z^ have densities given by 
if t > -Y 
h.(t) =< 
0 if t < -Y 
With a and b as defined in (5.1.4), the appropriate 
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kernel for this problem, for (x,y)e(a,b)x(a,b), is 
ae ^+Y) if y-x ^  -y 
M(x,y) = 
0 y-x < -Y . 
As in the previous exairple, it can be shown that the 
conditions of Theorem 4.2.1 hold, so that 1 f* (y)-'F (y) ] S o, 
where Y(y) is the positive bounded left eigenfunctions of 
M(x,y). We can in fact find the eigenfunction Y(y) for this 
problem. 
We note that M(x,y) > 0 whenever y-x^-y* that is 
when x<y+Y. Now for ye[b-Y,b), since y+Y^{b-Y) + Y = b, 
M(x,y) is positive for all xe (3,b) . Hence, for ye[b-Y»b), 
XI'(y) = W (x)M(x,y) dx = 
a 
rb 
\(x)ae-*(y-*+^)ax 
. j Y(x)e+°*ax =  c.Ke-*? 
where K = ae"»? and c„ = TyCxjeO'^clx. Clearly, if ¥ (y> 
" Ja 
is to be an eigenfunction, it must be that 
Y(y) = (CQK/X)e""^ . (5.1.5) 
Note however that (5.1.5) is only for values of 
ye[b-Y,bj. If a<b-Y, we must proceed as follows: for 
ye tb-2Yfb-Y) , b-Y<y+Y<b, and since M(x,y) = 0 for x>y+Y, 
we have 
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fb ry+Y 
XY(y) = ¥ (x) M(x,y) dx = Y(x)ae 
J a •' » 
-a(y-x+Y) dx 
Y(x)'0 dx 
y+Y 
b-Y 
= I Y(x)Ke "^e^'^dx 
J a 
y+Y 
b-Y 
[(cQK/X)e"°'*lKe"°'^e°'*dx . 
Note that in the second integral, 
xc (b-Y,y+Y) G (b-Y,b) , 
so we can use (5.1.5) to write the functional form of Y(x). 
Now if we define 
fb-ny 
a 
then for ye [b-2Y/b-Y) , 
•-n- L  ^  (x)e** dx , 
Y(y) =|^+ [y-(b-2Y)]|e"°'y .  
Continuing in this way, we find that for ye [b-nY,b-(n-1) Y) , 
Y(y) = ? {c„_^(y) [y-(b-nY)]=^l/(r-l)l}e"Gy . (5.1.6) 
r=l " ^  
Equation (5.1.6) holds for n = 1,2,...,N, where N=(b-a)/Y 
if this is an integer, or N = + 1, where [•] represents 
the greatest integer function. 
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One would choose the constant multiple of f(y) as 
defined in (5.1.6) which gives the eigenfunction which 
integrates to 1. Note too, that the eigenfunction Y(y) 
depends on the true value of the parameter a which is 
being tested by the SPRT. 
B. Generalized Sequential Probability 
Ratio Tests 
Weiss (1953) gives the following definition of a general­
ized sequential probability ratio test (GSPRT) for testing a 
simple hypothesis against a simple alternative H . 
Let and be two sequences of constants 
(B^<A^). Continue sampling if 
1—X 
and accept or reject Hq if 
n (£ (x.)/fj(x.)] < or n [f (x.)/fg(x.)] > 
1=1 1=1 
respectively. This test differs from the SPRT in that the 
decision boundaries are a function of n. 
Note that Conn studied this problem with the condition 
that In A -In B - = C for all n. We do not iitroose this 
n n ^ 
condition. 
If we take logs and if = In [f^ (x^)/fQ (x^) ] are 
independent, and if 
Ill 
= In An , 
then the GSPRT can be thou^t of as a random walk with moving 
absorbing barriers. If we want to consider the distribution 
over the non-absorbing states, we must consider the sequence 
where 
'n 
n 
b 
£„(y) = fn_i(x)M(x,y) dx 
•  1.  
b^ 
fg (ZJ^)M(Z^, Z2) . . .M(z^,y) dz,. .. ,dz^. 
h 1 
(5.2.1) 
Note that the range of integration on is from a^ 
to b^. This does not follow the conditions in the first 
part of this work where the range of integration was the same 
for each kernel. We will give a transformation which, when 
applicable, will change this to a problem of different kernels 
defined on the same domain. 
Define a = inf a and b = sup b . If both a and b 
n " n ° 
are finite, then for z E(a^yb^), we make the linear transforma­
tion 
: = Ck + ^ k^ 
where Cj^ = (a^b-ab^)/(b-a) and r^ = (b^-a^)/(bra). Note 
that r^ ^  1. 
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Then for y ^(^^+1'^n+1^' this transformation 
to (5.2.1) we find 
rb fh 
(r,r_...r_)dw....dw_ . 12 n 1 n 
Now define 
9o(w) = fg (c^+r^w) 
«k<v,w) = (5.2.2) 
Then f^(y) can be written as 
rb 
E^(y) = ... 
» a ^ 
gg (WiiM^fW^fWg) 
• • -"n-l '"n-l'"n' Vn^n'^' *'1" •*'n 
If w = (y-c^^^)/r^+^, then w E(a,b) and 
•b rb 
...J (Wj^)M^(WJ^,W2) 
...M (w ,w)dw,...dw (5.2.3) 
n n 1 n 
and this last equation is consistent with our previous 
notation. Hence the probability distribution over the non-
absorbing states at time n can be found either by using f* 
with state space ^^n+l'^n+1^ or by using g* with state 
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space (a,b) . 
f We now give conditions for j J(v,w)(v,w)|dv 
to tend to zero as n-^. 
Lemma 5.2.1; Let {M^} be a sequence of kernels 
defined by (5.2.2) with M(x,y), the original kernel, non-
negative and uniformly continuous in both arguments for 
(x,y)e (a/b)x(a,b) . If |t>n~^n+l' and l^n~^n+l' then 
fb 
a 
uniformly in w. 
j 1m^(v,w)-M^^ j^(v,w) [dv " 0 
Proof: We can show that both r -r and c -c 
' n n+1 ' n n+1 
tend to zero since 
n n+1' b-a 
l+|a -a^ 
< n n+1' ' n n+1' ^ q 
b-a 
and 
|c: = I (ab„-a„b) - (ab„^,-a„_^, b) | / (b-a) 
'n n+1' ' n n n+1 n+1 
<  ( | a |  | b _ - b ,  ^ i l  +  l b l  l a .  _ T - a _ l } / ( b - a )  ^ 0  .  
Then 
fb 
I  i  ( v , w ) ( v , w )  I  d v  
J^lr^M(Ci^+rnV,Cn^^+rn^jW) 
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-''n+l" < ' =n+2+''n+2"l I 
fb 
1 1 l^n-^n+ll 
r
a 
rb 
^ '^n+ll"<V^n'''°n+l^'^n+l"' 
- »'=„+l-^W^'<=n+2'^=^n+2"' l^v. 
Now the first term of (5.2.4) goes to zero since M is 
bounded and since Ir -r I ^0. Since r  ,, < 1 and since 
n n+1' n+1 — 
M is uniformly continuous, it follows that the second 
term also goes to zero. [] 
Corollary 5.2.1; Under the conditions of Lemma 5.2.1, 
if the kernels {M^} satisfy Condition C, then 
I  g *  ( w ) ( w )  1 S  0  
where g^ (w) is defined in (5.2.3). 
Proof; The proof follows immediately from Lemma 5.2.1, 
Theorem 4.3.2, eind Corollary 4.2.1. [] 
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